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EDITORIAL
HS

Every job has its perks and that of the Journal Editor is to act as
custodian of a set of M A M Journals going back to 1933. They make
fascinating reading, especially the early ones edited by W O Duncan
and E W Steeple. These early issues were also Bulletins and carried
reports of all meets, both indoor and outdoor, as well as articles by
individual members. The series ceased publication in 1939 to
reappear in 1947 with Showed Styles as editor. This edition was
important for it carried reports of the Association's activities during
the war years and also set the pattern for later Journals. In 1958 Pip
Styles was succeeded by Michael Hall and he in turn in 1968 by John
Harwood who adopted a commendable custom of not writing
editorials - though he contributed many articles and reviews. Turning
almost to modern times, Dave Roberts became editor in 1970.
Readers may recall his opening sentence 'In all probability there will
be no Journal in 1971', for it had been decided that publishing costs
were too high for an annual issue and the Journal has since appeared
every two years.
Your new editor is very conscious that his predecessors were not only
skilful wielders of that most deadly of weapons, the pen, but also hold
high reputations as mountaineers, unlike the present incumbent. It
follows, gentle readers and fellow members, that it is even more
important than in the past that you become authors and so dictate the
future standard of the Journal. Meanwhile I thank all who have helped
to produce this issue, particularly the contributors.
The picture without caption, showing loch, tarn or llyn and ben, fell or
mynydd is included to provide a little problem in identification. Peter
Wild took the photograph and we are in his debt too for much helpful
darkroom work behind the scenes.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM
MOUNTAINEERING CLUB 1932-1982
Dave Roberts

It is generally held that the University of Birmingham Mountaineering
Club was founded in 1932, that being the date from which the first
Presidency and Secretaryship ran.
Through that year there had been an 'unofficial' club of about three
people led by J R Jenkins, who explored the Habberley Valley, the
crags on the Malvern Hills, discovered Pontesford and ventured into
Derbyshire. Encouraged by the large amount of climbing relatively
easily accessible from Birmingham they decided to put things on a
regular footing, announcing a Grand Initiation Meeting in the
Students Union on February 2nd, 1933. The meeting was to be
addressed by Mr G A Lister, a graduate of the University, a member of
the Alpine Club and President of the MAM. Thus, the close
relationship between the U B M C and the MAM has existed since the
official inauguration of the University club.
The MAM had, of course, been founded 10 years previously; 1982
therefore, is a notable anniversary for both clubs, and it is hoped, a
further opportunity to reaffirm the bonds between them. The MAM
Journal can be seen to be a good vehicle for a history of the U B M C; at
the moment about a fifth of all M A M members are ex-Stoats; of those
people who have joined the M A M in the last 10 years or so, a quarter
are Stoats or ex-Stoats.
The custom of Stoats joining the MAM started early, Frank Solari and
Gavin Parish, founder members of the Stoats both joined in 1934,
Frank Solari was on the first ever official Stoats meet, at Founders
weekend 1933, at which time two lasting traditions emerged; the
name 'Stoat' and the annual dinner on this occasion held at the Red
Lion, Birchover, and attended by about eight members. The point
about Founders was that the Monday was a University Holiday, a state
of affairs which ceased in the 1960's, giving the chance to go further
afield on the dinner weekend.
Meets followed in Capel Curig and Langdale, the moving spirits
definitely being J R Jenkins and B R Record, outstanding rock climbers
for their day, with the first ascents of the excellent Varsity Buttress at
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Pontesbury and Stoats Crack on Pavey Ark. (Sadly, one of the other
club founders, Richard Verschoyle, the Treasurer and Reader in Law at
the University, was killed on the Meije in that summer.) Photographs
exist of the first ascent of Stoats Crack, described as 'just about within
the limit of possibility', but by January 1935 it was described merely as
'severe, rubbers not essential.' That was by Dick Barry, more of whom
later.

J Ft Jenkins,

First President UBMC

By 1934 a pattern of meets had been set which was to persist for some
time; the Lake District at New Year, Easter in Wales and a few meets in
between, with a dinner meet at Founders weekend in February. At the
1934 Dinner, the Secretary proposed a Visitors Toast (there were
none) and called upon member H J Irens to respond at zero notice.
Times do not change that much!
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The possibility of acquiring a hut in Snowdonia was raised at this time
(to be raised again in 1955 and in the 1960's) but nothing came of it.
Hut owning is difficult for University Clubs; the problem posed by
capital outlay and maintenance for clubs which are nearly always flat
broke and with the majority of members only staying three years are
enormous.
In the mid-thirties, the number of regular rock climbers was miniscale
by comparison with today. The Stoats did not have any Colin Kirkuses
or Menlove Edwardses, but were fortunate in that they had as
members or associates some of the best climbers of the day. Jenkins
and Record were the leading lights, but M S Taylor, John Hoyland and
Dick Barry must be mentioned. In 1934 various of these did early
ascents of Long lands' and Pigotts' on Cloggy-the photographs taken
at the time must have been among the first taken on the cliff. Jenkins
and Taylor were on the Stoats first Alpine Meet, when, among other
things, the Obergabelhorn, Monte Rosa and Dent Blanche were
climbed. Jenkins was later to be killed in the Alps in 1947.

Stoats 1934.
Left to right:

R Nicholas, Hargreaves, Dick Barry, W S Jones,
Frank Solari, G W Boot.
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Dick Barry was not only an outstanding climber, he also possessed
enormous energy. Over Christmas 1934 he spent 10 days in Skye,
doing as much in the cold weather and short days as most parties do in
high summer. In June 1935 he did Central Buttress in Scafell and got a
long way up the then unclimbed Deer Bield Buttress. He also did a solo
tour de force from Langdale ('an epic walk on foot', as the Logbook
quaintly describes it), doing Easter Gully on Dow Crag, Moss Ghyll on
Scafell, Rib and Slab on Pillar and Napes Needle, only being deflected
from Gimmer by darkness - a 22 hour day. Barry soon left for South
Africa, where his climbing career was meteoric; in no time he was
pioneering routes which are still held in great respect, certainly up to
modern hard VS, sadly he was killed while attempting the first ascent
of the Monks Cowl in the Drakensberg. A whole article was devoted to
him in a recent issue of 'Climber and Rambler'.
By 1936 confidence must have been growing, with Secretary
D W Davidson explaining in 'Mermaid' the origin of the name Stoats, a
potholing meet being held and the first of the Freshers Meets. From
this time, however, things seemed to cool down. Details available
become progressively more sparse and numbers of members on
Meets progressively less, though in 1937 the first Meet on Ben Nevis
at Easter was held; this has become another regular feature. The June
1 939 Meet was abandoned for lack of support and then there is silence
until early 1941.
The reasons are, of course, obvious. The club, never numerous, must
inevitably have suffered from the calls of war and the stringency of
wartime conditions; indeed, the Logbook entry for early 1941 when
the club was resurrected contains the following:
"This book was in 143 Pershore Road and was rearly lost when
'Sam' the Stoat was blown up by a bomb which landed outside
the house."
This is, incidentally, the only mention of Sam; is it possible that
anyone remembers him? It is just as well that the book was not lost, it
is the first volume of Stoat logbooks and had nearly been completed at
the time. Another Sam appeared from somewhere in the 1960's and
now appears at such events as Founders Dinner etc.
It is probably appropriate here to make mention of the Logs. Now on
Volume six, they have been kept up with great diligence, virtually all
8
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Stoats Meets being chronicled in full, together with many other Stoats
activities from mountains and pubs all over the world. Photographs
abound and the whole forms a fascinating record, so thorough as
perhaps to be unique in a club lacking a Journal for much of its life. In
the mid 1960's the three or so volumes then completed went missing,
for reasons never determined and to everyone's dismay. Some years
later they turned up in a cupboard in the Students Union; just as well,
as this history is largely based upon them.
In 1941 things seemed to take off again, with enthusiasm, but
naturally enough, few meets and few members. In February 1942, the
President, M J Robertson wrote, rather sadly:
"This was the last meet of the 1941-1942 year. It has not been
easy in war conditions, with 2 large meets and 3 or more meets of
2 or 3 people for short times... I sincerely hope that the Stoats
continue to function year by year during and in spite of the war.
Good luck to all connected with it in its future."
This was followed by a list of some nine interested members. I think
Robertson would have been most pleased at the vitality shown from
that time onwards.
One meet was held in 1943 and one in 1944 (attended by J C Foster
and F R Goodwin and two others; Frank had an experience on Gimmer
which may just have helped to decide him on his present career!). It
was formally resolved to hold one meet in 1945, at Easter - a great
success, during which the first ascent of Stoats Groove was led by
D A Hanson, who also led such climbs as Belle Vue Bastion and Scars,
hard routes for those days. However, despite postwar austerity, things
were looking up, as two extra meets were held that autumn. The
second of these, in November was, in retrospect, especially notable,
as the MAM had recently acquired Glan Dena and this was a joint
meet, the first of countless visits to Glan Dena by the Stoats.
It may be useful here to explore a little the relationship between the
MAM and the U B M C. It is probably fair to say that an initial attraction
of the M A M for U B M C members and recent ex-members must be
the existence of Glan Dena, and more recently, Low House as bases of
operation and havens of retreat from rain sodden tents and rain
sodden Scotland, and also the existence of reciprocal hut rights in
many British mountain areas. Often, the MAM acts, as one relatively
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recent ex-Stoat MAM member said to me, as a focal point for
ex-Stoats; if that happens in an M A M context, it cannot be bad;
integration only needs to come later, as often it does. It is, of course, a
two way traffic; it would be blindness on the part of the M A M not to
see that currently about one quarter of their new members come from
the Stoats, and recently, nearly half of the young active new
members; in common with the other old - established large clubs the
MAM needs a constant infusion of new blood, not only to survive in
terms of numbers, but in terms of vitality in a rapidly changing
climbing world.

Stoats 1945.
Back:
M G Fitzgerald, J F Nunn, J Butlen
Centre: D PFitzgerald, W C Lathbury, DA Hanson, HMykura
Front: B O Clements, R F Fletcher.
Two interesting events took place in 1946. There was the first record of
climbing on the cricket pitch wall, complete with a photograph of a
climber in socks. The other was a constitutional development; the
club became part of the athletic club, thereby obtaining a grant and
doing away with a subscription.
10
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The extraordinarily bad winter of 1947 saw only five members
reaching Glen Dena for the Founders Meet out of the original 20
starters; the lower part of the Idwal Slabs were lost in snowdrifts and
the Devils Kitchen totally banked up. 1947 brought problems other
than the weather. Late in the year even basic petrol was cut off and on
a joint meet with the M A M a coach was hired. Coach meets have
existed since that time, and at one time were the usual thing, often
shared with others such as the Ceunant Club or the University
Wayfarers. Eventually the club could support coaches itself,
culminating in the friendly if slightly eccentric era of George Doidge of
Glidenways. George's old friends will be interested to know that he
now runs a cafe in Killin in Scotland.
Founders Meet 1948 was attended by 23 people, a postwar record,
and the year was marked by a trip to Spitzbergen, on which, although
geology was the prime intention, a dozen or so peaks were climbed.
The President for 1949 -1950 was Ron Fletcher, who went into print in
'Guild News' to explore again the origin of the term 'Stoat' and to
explain, rather coyly, the reasons for its being a men-only club,
namely, the type of hut accommodation used!
Withdrawal from the Athletic club was noted in 1950; apart from some
rather sporadic notes, the Logbook then lay dormant until Dave
Livesey took it up in July 1954 and summarised the previous few
years. It must be said that since 1954 the logs have been maintained
with dedication. In 1950 or perhaps 1951 female members were
admitted for the first time, and indeed within two years one was on the
committee and the following year one became Treasurer; they had to
wait some 25 years more for a lady President, however.
Neil Ferrett was Secretary in 1954, and besides being almost the only
person to climb at VS standard for some years, made some notable
logbook entries, e.g., a mention of a night spent in Liege jail while
hitching to the Alps (is there a story there?), and a miniguide to the
minicliff at Kinver. (I am assured that it does actually exist!) Neil was a
great exponent of the cricketpitch wall; 10 years later one of the climbs
was still known as Ferrett's Wall; he noted that the full girdle had yet to
be done. As far as I knew, the first girdle was done in about 1960;
leather soled shoes were the only proper wear. After this there was a
brief and occasionally bizarre assault on University walls and
drainpipes. Roger High solved one problem by using aid in the form of
footholds made from coins partway inserted into cracks in the wall.
11
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Freshers' Meet 1954 had 36 people on it, the biggest meet in the clubs'
history and shortly afterwards the first joint coach meet was held with
the Birmingham Section of the Mountaineering Association, later to
become the Ceunant Club, a business relationship which lasted some
seven years or so.
By now the club was obviously healthy and a pattern of activities
emerged over a few years which has more or less been maintained
since. Life membership was introduced in 1955, regular Alpine Meets
restarted, a regular Freshers Meet at Glan Dena instituted, well
attended day meets on gritstone took place and a programme of
lectures drawn up. In 1955 Founders Meet moved to Langdale, on
which it has been based ever since, though the venue of the dinner has
changed a number of times since the 1955 one in the Langdales Hotel,
Chapel Stile.
The next few years were full of activity and it was very much a case of
the Stoats doing very nicely, thank you. With reasonably high
membership, transport assured by means of shared coaches and the
whips being wielded by men of decidely strong character, such as
Dave Spikcus, Mike Rhodes and Bryan Hall the club became a fairly
settled and cohesive entity. Odd facinating snippets appear, however;
in 1957 the antifeminist group forced this odd decision on the
Committee;
"It was decided that keen (female) inquirers should not be
overdiscouraged, but that the disadvantages should be pointed out.
However, every attempt is to be made to prevent the Stoats from
becoming a climbing Wayfarers (the University Rambling Club) and
the conduct of the male to the female membership be observed to
avoid any incidents leading to the Club falling into disrepute. The
more experienced girls are to be encouraged to lead, thus
encouraging all-female parties, thus removing most of the objections
to female membership."
It need hardly be said that there must have been an element of tongue
in cheek about this. What sort of disrepute were they afraid of falling
into? Fortunately this attitude vanished almost straight away.
The seeds of the Stoats Journal were sewn in 1958 when the Life
Membership scheme, which had been written into the constitution,
only to lie dormant, was resurrected with the idea of a biannual news
12
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sheet to keep life members in touch. From this came the Journal, the
first one of which appeared in 1959 and which has appeared ever
since, albeit a bit irregularly. At about the same time the system of
affiliation to the MAM started; a well worthwhile scheme and
originally for members who were particularly keen and who were
likely to join the MAM. Also at this time the form of the Stoats tie was
written into the constitution, a tie worn with pride by members over
many years; alas, cost factors have led to its demise; but might it not
be possible for it to reappear? There are some well worn specimens
still in the hands of some members, but they must be few in number.
While it is difficult to pinpoint any particular time or event, there is no
doubt that at the very end of the 1950's and in the first few years of the
1960's a considerable change took place. For sometime up until then
the Stoats had been a force to be reckoned with in a number of fields,
admittedly at times a bit off-beat. They were notorious in their support
or otherwise of union functions, formed a male voice choir of
enthusiasm and patchy quality, semi-suicidally inclined in their
brushes with the law and the Cypriot coffee bar owning fraternity
(which is where it all happened in those days) and even involved in
union politics. In 1961, Stoat Arthur Large became union President
and shortly afterwards they compaigned vigorously for one of their
members for post of Vice-President. So enthusiastic were their efforts
that she blew her chances gloriously at the Vice-Presidential huslings.
As far as climbing was concerned, while coaches were full and the
meets unfailingly good fun, the climbing standards were way down,
the old V Diff favourites being the order of the day with a few people
such as Roger Wallis and Tony Knowles doing their best to push
standards up a bit. There was an air of progress in the British rock
climbing scene, with Joe Brown turning out routes of hitherto
undreamed of difficulty, many of which were just starting to be
repeated and some University Clubs e.g., Sheffield and Liverpool,
turning out really good climbers. It is not surprising that things
changed.
Ascents of Cloggy Great Slab, Lion, Nose Direct and a few other routes
by the above named and Chris Hooke heralded a hot summer, during
which, free of the constraints of exams, various combinations of Alan
Rainford, Dave Roberts, Dave Hughes and Trevor Bridges raised their
standards to climbs like East Gully Grooves and Sheaf, usually in
boots, or at best in klelterschuhe; by the next year 'old hands' like
Steve Padfield and John Nettle and 'new hands' like Roger High, Barry
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Jordan and John Scarborough were in on the act, and routes like
Spectre, Ivy Sepulchre, Hangover and C.B., were on the Stoats map;
Standards have staggered upwards ever since. Needless to say, the
social activities did not decline and if the truth be known, today they
may well be surpassing the antics of 1960 - goosestepping Stoats
taking over the El Sombrero coffee bar by force, forcibly converting
the members of the Conservative Society to socialism during the
Conservative Society dance and horrendous drinking competitions
(who remembers the Mike Kelly van crash at Stanage?).
As an example of the newfound activity, by 1961 nearly all the prewar
routes on Cloggy had been done and some of the postwar ones,
whereas all Stoats ascents on Cloggy up to 1959 could be counted on
the fingers of one hand. The 1960 Founders Meet was marked by an
attempt by the anarchists to undermine the authority of the President
by refusing to reboard the coach at Wigan after the homeward bound
refreshment stop. He promptly ordered the coach to be driven off and
the rebels spent the night in Wigan Police Station. A distinct rift
developed in the club after this and the next official meet had only
seven attenders; by the summer, however, all was forgotten, the club
having survived an A G M attempt to disband the Committee entirely.
The summers at this time were characterised by much Alpine
climbing and by a number of Greenland trips led by Roger Wallis for
geological reasons as much as climbing reasons. Extra-curricular
activites at this time included the second ascent of the Dome over the
Great Hall by Dave Hughes, Chris Hooke and Charlie Park and the third
ascent by Dave Cox (the first recorded ascent had been by Neil
Ferrett). At round about this time also, the fast rate of progress up the
grades produced a crop of leader falls, by some strange chance all off
climbs starting with the letter S - Skylon (Alan Rendell), Scars (Dave
Hughes), Slape (Dave Roberts), Sweet Sorrow (Chris Hooke) and
Spectre (various). Dave Burgess put a stop to this particular form of rot
by falling off Kern Knotts Crack.
Glan Dena has its share of problems, not the least of them being
plumbing problems, but we must not assume that this is a modern
phenomenon; a Stoats Meet at New Year 1962 spending its time
dealing with just that problem and doing very little else.
In 1962 the University authorities cancelled Founders Day, thus
reducing the Dinner Meet to two days. However, the Stoats kept to the
three days tradition for a few years, until faint hearts and the flexibility
14
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of private transport led to the loss of the three day tradition. The
tradition of remembering anniversaries was numbered the next year,
the clubs 31st! for the sake of convenience, however, it was called the
30th (the 25th having passed unnoticed) and a potted club history
written for the Journal, by this time an annual issue. Frank Solari was
kind enough to send a telegram of congratulation, which has been
preserved in the logbook. At this time the Journal had a few good
stories, with the third winter ascent of Zero Gully by Roger Wallis and
Mal Cochran (remember, no modern ice tools, instead, high angle
step cutting; hard work), and a 23 hour winter epic in Glovers Chimney
by John Smith and Pete Hull-10 hours up and 13 down-they could
not find the way out of Tower Gap! As far as I am aware, though, it was
not recorded that the male rock climbers were often upstaged at this
time by Janet Rogers (nee Cox) who regularly climbed a grade harder,
admittedly as a second.
The next jump up in standards occured in 1964, when John Harwood
just failed in his ambition to lead Cenotaph Corner before his
eighteenth birthday; he led it soon after, as did Roger High. At
Founders dinner that year the number of ex-stoats and life members
shot up from a good handful to over a third of the total. Reasons for its
having happened just then are obscure, but ever since then the Annual
Dinner seems to have become a focal point for ex-members covering
many years.
An old chapel on a side road above Nant Gwynant became vacant at
this time, and the owners let it be known via the BMC that it was for
sale as a climbing hut. The property was looked over, but the financial
problems really made it a nonstarter.
1965 got off to a bad start, being marred by a fatal accident to one of
the most popular members of the time, Brian Jones, who fell from
easy ground near the top of Raeburns Route on the flank of Tower
Ridge during the Easter Ben Nevis Meet. However, by the time
everyone had regained their poise the summer had come and the
routes fell, setting new standards for the Stoats, with John Harwood
and Roger High to the fore with routes like Bloody Slab. The Thing,
Vector, Suicide Wall, Tensor and many others. The social scene was
not being ignored; for many years the end of the Christmas term was
marked by the Annual Smoker, held in some local pub or other. From
this year instead, a party was held in the Stoats spiritual home, 122
Gough Road, Edgbaston; it was a great success;-as the chronicler of
the time puts it,
15
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"the beer lasted until the small hours, which is more than
can be said for the President!"
and on only 10 shillings each!
1966 saw a large and highly successful meet in Corsica, Freshers meet
in the Lake District, its only departure from Glan Dena in modern
times, and the emergence of Bob Burns and Chris Perry as a climbing
partnership of note, often with John Gray. Chris, who is extremely tall
was known for his phenomenal reach, his habit of often climbing in
collar and tie and the photograph of him nonchalantly reading the
Daily Mirror part way up Cenotaph Corner. About this time Dick
Vernon and Vie Slator, well established members who already
contributed much to the social aspects of the club, decided that
rockclimbing was the in-thing and were soon up there in front, while
John Harwood produced a crop of new routes in Skye and continued
to lead the rush to collect hard climbs.
Somewhere about this time too, there was an Alpine Meet in
Switzerland marked only by two blank pages in the log. Perhaps no
participant was keen on recording the fact that a large party of leading
Stoats made a mass headlong descent of part of the Zinal Rothorn, the
descent only being arrested by contact with the glazier. Fortunately
nothing more drastic than the odd bone was broken.
Members will remember a blanket ban on climbing covering the
Lakes, Wales and the Peak District for much of late 1967 and early
1968, due to a Foot and Mouth outbreak. This did not prevent the club
reaching its highest ever paid-up membership, 60, and fortunately it
had taken a liking (which continues) to the Avon Gorge, which was not
in a prohibited area. The first meet to follow this was Founders, the
first to succumb to the loss of the Founders Day holiday by being only
a two day meet. At least it can be said that the mountaineering club
kept alive the memory of the Universities Founders longer than most
people. As if to compensate for the loss of one tradition a new one was
born, after the A.G.M., the new President was required to lead a day
meet to Stanage, where he not only had to prove himself as a leader of
men in the climbing scene, but in the apres-climbing scene as well.
The Alpine Meet in Chamonix was marred by terribly weather, and
produced a claim for a new club record - 29 hours for the traverse of
the Grands Charmoz by Bill Thurston and John Gray (it could even be
an all comers record!).

16
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Shortly after the war a journal group photograph had been suggested,
but nothing appears to have come of it; the nearest approach was in
1968, when 22 of the members of that time lined up below the
cricketpitch wall. The interesting thing about this photo is that 13 of
the 22 became MAM members, the joining rate at that time being the
highest ever until the late 1970"s. The amount of activity was high also
with parties doing routes in all areas of the country, often well up into
today's extreme grades. Numbers were up too, and the practice of
holding joint coach meets with the Ceunant Club was a thing of the
past; indeed, coach meets were tending to become rarer as there was
at times, with luck, just enough private transport to go round. Soon
after this another ancient practice died, that of Stoats occupying the
top floor of 122 Gough Road. They had been there for perhaps 20
years and the flat had been the venue for countless parties; the very
sound of the address "122 Gough Road" can only stir up a host of
memories in many an old Stoat. Alas it is no more.
Building climbing reached a new peak (as it were) when the University
Registrar gave permission for a 280 foot prussik ascent of Joe, the
University clock tower, as a fund raising stunt at the University
Carnival. Even the national Press was there, with the Daily Mirror
photographing Chris Perry in the act.
In 1970 a record 67 people attended Founders, and a few weeks later a
sizable contingent formed a Glan Dena working party-signs of times
to come? In the Dolomites that year Chris Perry and Vie Slator climbed
the South-east Face of the Pilastro di Rozes, very much one of the hard
modern rockroutes, and a lot harder than any such route done by
Stoats before. Rick Alien also did this, in 1975.
Despite the large numbers of highly competent climbers up to the
beginning of the 1970s, a small group of names seems to have
dominated since about 1965. It is typical of University climbing clubs
tiiat they ebb and flow, go through peaks and troughs of activity and
have recurring worries about the quantity and quality of their Freshers
and about the sudden departure of their leading lights. In about 1970
or 1971, the recurring names start to disappear, due, no doubt to
marriage, emigration and the reluctant onset of gainful employment.
After only the slightest of wobbles, however, new names emerged,
climbing with the same enthusiasm and at the same or even higher
standards, with members such as Jim Fotheringham (especially)
Dave Billingham and Keith Robson doing routes like Mammoth,
17
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Dinosour, the Skull, Extol and many others. Mike Grain appeared at
this time and his reputation as a formidable eater was founded on the
occasion the coach stopped in Telford by popular request; everyone
rushed off to the toilets while Mike joined the chip shop queue.
The Alpine Meet 1 973 was the scene of a freak accident which resulted
in the death of Dave Jones; while bivouacing on the moraine of the
Greant Icefall, a boulder toppled over onto him.
Founders Meet 1974 hit a new high with 70 members and guests
present, with, pleasingly, Frank Solari as guest speaker. It must have
been rather different from the Founders Dinners of 40 years
previously! Increasingly at this time the professional mountain lecture
circuit got going. The MAM had organised occasional big lectures,
e.g., Lionel Terray and Chris Bonington, but now, with judicious
planning and advertising, almost any club could get in on the act, and
such was the planning that the Stoats even made small but welcome
profits on lectures by Doug Scott and Henry Barber. Another
innovation in the climbing world to come down to the masses at this
time was the realisation that really steep \C3 could be climbed with
sharp front points, the proper ice tools and a long neck. Jim
Fotheringham, who was definitely the pace setter at this time was
first, with an ascent of Orion Face on the Ben; others have followed.
Shortly after this the club suffered the blow of the second member to
die in the hills in three years when Colin Finch fell down Five-finger
Gully on Ben Nevis, a notorious trap in bad winter weather, as a
number of us have found.
Rick Alien made the second ascent of Joe in 1975, again to raise
money at Carnival; apart from that ascent hard routes were by now
commonplace, and while inevitably a few people were out in front, V S
and above was the norm and ascents of routes up into extreme so
numerous as not to be expecially noteworthy.
Again, the natural fluctuations of a University mountaineering club
resulted in the sudden loss of the old hands of the previous years and a
drop in numbers, so much so that for Founders Meet 1976 only 18
members turned up and for the first time for years no coach was
needed, a bodyblow to the choir. A disaster? Not at all, a strange
change from days of old resulted in no less than 33 exmembers and
guests attending and the meet was its usual success.
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Despite these implications that activity may not have been up to
previous standards, this was not so; in fact the amount of climbing
done was never greater, from a six hour winter ascent of Point Five
GuHy by Rick Alien and Chris Duck, through all the British mountain
areas to gritstone, limestone and, to be trendy, Pembrokeshire.
A few years previously the Secretary had lamented the lack of recent
photographs in the log. In 1976 the record is suddenly augmented by
glorious technicolour, the main stars being those members who
featured as the most consistant activists, and those who tended to set
the pace over the next few years - Sarah White, Jim Milton, Mike
Grain, John Hooper, Jon Hales, Chris Kelsey, and, of course, the first
Stoats vehicle to have a positive character of its own since Bob Jeal's
'Jealmobile'; the Intercontinental Ballistic Landrover;' as the captain
says, "broken down yet again". Never mind, the owner of this vehicle
did the M A M a good turn when he dug to the roots of the sump
scraping a protruding boulder in Glan Dena car park and persuaded a
Gwynedd County Council J C B driver to toss it over the fence; 'to
boldly dig where no man had dug before . . .".
Members numbers for Founders 1977 were up again, and after 16
years of meals in Keswick, Ambleside and elsewhere, the dinner
venue returned to Longdale, to that excellent spot, the Stickle Barn,
(unfortunately, not now in the dinner business).
1977 is not far away from the present day, and trying to put the most
recent years into a wider context is not really possible. Are there
conclusions to be drawn from a look at the last 50 years? It would be
pretentious to do so, I think. If an average of 10 Freshers had joined the
Stoats for each year over the 50 years, 500 people would have passed
through; it may well be more, but even if it is, it does not sound like a
large number. Inevitably, many have, so to speak, vanished without
trace. On the other hand, getting on for 100 have joined the M A M, and
as such are able, if they wish, to keep in contact with each other. I know
that for many exmembers and lifemembers, the memories of their
Rabelaisian youth in the Stoats are dear to them and the whole
concept of being a Stoat (hard routes or not) as well as a climber in
general is of great significance; and often their careers in the Stoats
and in the MAM become a continuum.
And what of the future? I do not know. There has recently been the first
lady President; although not before time the Stoats are sufficiently
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egalitanien not to make a point of giving or not giving the job to
anyone purposely, but rather to the person least likely to turn it down.
For the first time since Janet Cox in 1960 one of the ladies has made an
effective bid to keep up with the men in the climbing stakes, namely
Sarah White. It must be said, though, that the girls have had quite an
influence over the years; of those who knew them, whoever would
forget-but naming names would be unfair! This talk of feminism has
no particular significance, and no matter which tail wags the dog, the
Stoats' sense of identity and tradition allied to their readiness to go
with the times surely means that the future looks good; and just as
surely the M A M is as important to them in that future as they are to
the MAM.
I must express my grateful thanks to the President and Secretary of
the U B M C for allowing me free access to the accumulated log books.
Any error of fact or lack of balance is due entirely to the personal views
taken by one individual.
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UBMC&MAM JUBILEE DINNER MEET,
21 -22 February 1982
MS,HS

This weekend saw the culmination of a year's work by the dinner
sub-committee. Members, Stoats past and present from all parts of
England, Wales and Scotland, and one from South Africa assembled
in the Lake District to celebrate the 50th and 60th anniversaries of the
two Clubs. Some stayed in huts at Low House and Raw Head Barn and
others at the Prince of Wales Hotel. The Stoats were largely
accommodated at the Priestly Centre, Coniston while other members
living in or near the Lake District joined us for the evening.
The weather was dry, with a cold wind and some sunshine. A light
covering of snow was on the tops. Parties climbed on the Langdale
Pikes, others walked over the Coniston Fells, Bowfell, Scafell, The
Langdales, Catbells and Blencathra, while family parties made
excursions into the wilds of Far Easedale and others walked around
Coniston and Grasmere.
120 people sat down to an excellent dinner at the Prince of Wales Hotel
and an overflow party of 19 organised by Keith Crowshaw enjoyed a
dinner at the Swan Hotel a mile or so up the road and joined the main
party afterwards. Our guests for the evening were Ron and June
Fletcher (Ron has the distinction of being Past President of both
Clubs), Tom Price from F & R C C, Frank Kiernan from the Rucksack
Club and Brian Nicholson from the Yorkshire Ramblers. We were also
pleased to welcome Frank Solari, a founder member of the U M B C.
Speeches were made by Ron Fletcher, Trevor Phillips - President of
the U B M C - and David Roberts, with Gerry Foxton - the first lady
President of the U B M C - acting as Master of Ceremonies.
A surprise birthday cake, kindly given by David and Lyn Roberts, was
cut and enjoyed with our coffee. After dinner members had the
opportunity to talk to old friends, drink, dance at the disco or see a cine
film made by the Gritstone Club and loaned by Roy Lindsay, or look at
a display of old photographs arranged by Frank Solari, Ron Fletcher
and John Brown.
Many thanks to all who helped, especially Christine Hunter who sold
the tickets and arranged the seating plan - and to all who turned up to
support the function.
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A DAY OR TWO ON THE OLAN

Graham Willison
The ethics of the eighties were evident everywhere. Giusto Gervasutti
and Lucien Devies, the originators of our chosen route, might just
have detected the continuation of historical tradition: no axes, no
crampons, no hammer, no pegs, no bivvy gear and, by my standards,
the merest handful of slings. Nigel viewed slings like a Treasury
Minister looking at public expenditure;
So the sacks were of Christian proportions for the walk to the Fond
Turbat hut. John, arriving first, with training shoes and a minirucksack, was soon getting in some high-altitude conversational
practice and, while waiting for his ageing Dad to arrive, began chatting
the guardians up on potential routes. I reached the hut going through
my deep-breathing exercises with apoplectic thoroughness, and
Nigel came in limping. The guardians were distressed to hear of our
choice of route for the morrow, and they had clearly never seen a set
of dossers so ill-equipped to follow it. They emphasised the delights of
every other route for miles around. Monsieur seemed to have done
them too, although not ours.
Eventually, and with the aid of a few wilful misunderstandings, the
sportsplan was settled, and we could have the smaller dormitory to
ourselves and a four o'clock call. Unfortunately I had not
misunderstood enough of their remarks on the labyrinthine nature of
the route, its loose rock, massive length, falling stones, and the long
descent. Such niggles circled endlessly round my tiny mind like
tireless space invaders, and there was no sleep to be had. Another
failure for Mogadon and medical technology.
We moved through the silent hut like well-drilled automatons and,
with no competition, just good wishes from John, we were away
within the half hour. The first five minutes, being a descent on a
well-marked track, was the perk of the day. Then an hour of stumble
and grope up a chaotic boulder slope, but at least our only torch was
on my head. Towards the end of the hour steepening snow replaced
the boulders. The first glimmer of dawn revealed a flat lip on the edge
of a friendly crevasse on the tiny Glacier de la Maye, and we roped up
in comfort. The snow was becoming disconcertingly hard, but by
some happy oversight Nigel chanced upon an ice hammer in the
bottom of his sack, and any heroic discussion about leadership was
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avoided. One run-out took him to the bottom of the wall. Well, almost.
There was a huge gap between the neve and the rock. But no snow
bridge, only a nasty little ice arete, and it wasn't talking to me. With the
fearlessness of youth, reinforced by the possession of the ice
hammer, Nigel gallantly offered to keep the lead for this mauvais
pass, and I gave him no encouragement to do otherwise. I stood in a
hole in the fractured ice for a belayless stance, but, the retaining walls
of the hole were only waist high and I couldn't help watching him as he
slighered up the whale-backed ice arete, roughly a cheval, with the
hammer pick sinking in at intervals. He moved on to the rock and crept
up some stepped walls and eventually belayed, so I guessed, out of
sight, and out of hearing. Dawn had by now given way to the harder
light of the grand beau temps that had been forecast. The rope
tightened, I got out of my hole, stood unsteadily on the ice, and
without taking another step saw, with the unnerving clarity born of a
long life in similar stations, that I was certain to fall off. It seemed only
reasonable to let Nigel know my plans, but when I tried to shout there
was only a rasping gargle. Boiled sweet, more heavy breathing
practice; then a successful fortissimo shout with a slightly hysterical
rising cadence to finish. No answer, blast him. Shout again, even
louder this time, not quite all stops out, mustn't frighten myself. But
the little streams which trickled down the face plunged noisily into the
void at my feet, and the stones already clattering down the central
couloir added their tones of hollow mockery to my idle thoughts
....... Twenty years earlier, I recalled, I had been introduced at a
wedding party as a mountaineer, by something pink and fluffy to her
Uncle George, who unbeknown to me was Major General Bruce. Right
on cue I had brashly inquired of the great man if he had ever done any
climbing. "Yes, young man", was the stark reply, "led the twenty two
Everest expedition". His words, I vividly remember, had given me a
deep and urgent yearning for the gaping sanctuary of such an instant
black hole as now opened at my feet ....... The rope inched in,
decision time had arrived, and I stepped forward into space.
Nothing of comparable interest happened on the next twenty pitches.
The occasional pegs sprouted bits of tape and looked more like abseil
points than route indicators. Ledges abounded with scree, and long
leads were hazardous to the second if the rope went straight up. The
climbing was mostly just about soloable but, as we didn't solo it,
perhaps it wasn't.
It was only about nine o'clock as we traversed beneath the yellow wall,
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Olan N W Face from Fond Turbat hut

Graham Willison
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along shattered ledges leading to the base of the deep grey chimney,
the reference point for the steep second section of the route. We
stopped to identify new bits of the skyline rising out of the cloudless
blue sky, and consulted the gospels. "Attack the wall thirty metres to
the left of the chimney". All three guidebook writers whose opinions
we were carrying agreed: even down to the small print of an undercut
crack and a couple of detached flakes, the conniving authors were
unanimous. Unhappily, across a seventy metre visible frontage, and
stretching upwards out of sight, the wall consisted only of undercut
cracks and detached flakes, some very much so. Over mouthfuls of
peanuts and draughts of orange juice we debated the true aesthetic
merits of each crack line, and re-read all the descriptions. But decision
making does not come lightly to those of us in the public sector,
unpressured by crude commercial considerations. A soft purring
noise, the thunderous racket of multiple impacts, and the sulphurous
stench of exploding rock quickened the pace of decision taking. Oddly
enough we both ran upwards on a concave slope and stopped to eye
each other balefully from little caves twenty yards apart. The noise
abated, the smoke cleared, and neither we nor the ropes had been hit.
The ensuing conversation was erudite and far-ranging.
There was now an obvious attraction in climbing directly towards the
biggest overhangs. Once belayed beneath them we smiled again. The
belays were good, the stones had stopped falling, and only Nigel's
chalk consumption, measurable photographically at the level of dense
haze, suggested anything untowards.
Sometimes the rock was granite and elderly and well rotted. At other
times it was young and fresh, with a new flake about to expose itself at
any moment. My previous six routes of the Dauphine Meet had been
on rock which ranged from good to excellent, but this was rather
different. There were some pitons from time to time, and arranged
with aesthetic French elan too. On the third pitch above the stonefall
there were actually three in a horizontal line, at fifteen-foot intervals,
but we couldn't manage to get to any of them. Each of the first four
pitches up the yellow wall took about an hour, and we marvelled at the
skill of the guidewriters in penning their way so lightly over our
difficulties. Then the crest of the buttress lay back for a while, and
there was about five hundred feet of climbing over rock like giant
cubes of sugar before we could at last see the crux of the route, the
single rope length of VI.
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It was one of those high-productivity rope lengths, of truly Nipponic
proportions, about two hundred feet long. All of it was a crack, starting
in a corner groove on the very edge of the buttress, merging into a
shattered wall crack in the middle, and finishing in its upper third in
another, shallower, corner crack. Nigel carefully led the introductory
slab and belayed, to minimise rope drag, on the jumble of blocks at the
base of the corner crack. I bridged up the crack, chimney-width at first,
and choked with wedged blocks. They were wedged in pairs and
keystoned in threes, each little bridge supporting a cairn of bucketsized boulders. A couple of tapes threaded between razor-edged
flakes gave some security but the bridging was wide and strenuous,
each upward step repeating the movements of the one below, and the
need for a jam, or some sort of change of position, was becoming
urgent. I wedged a boot gingerly between a boulder and the retaining
wall of the chimney. A blissful shortening of the bridge. I threaded
another sling but still did not dare use it for aid. In front of me by now
Nigel's upturned face was a picture of apprechensive interest and,
seeing that my last move had every prospect of disembowelling the
chimney and emptying the contents over him, he thoughtfully
suggested that I might like to have a photograph of the action taken
from back down on the far side of the slab. He reversed thirty feet of
delicate grade IV slab at a brisk trot and took a more detached view of
my progress. All my weight went on to the jammed foot and all the
boulders growled with disapproval. Bits of gravel and pebbles
dribbled down the pitch, knocking against other stones, gradually
building up momentum. They touched each other off like a giant
marble run and shunted away at each other until a couple of things like
medicine balls left Nigel's former stance jogging purposefully across
the slab and out of sight. It didn't take long for their sound effects to
prompt me back to the agonies of wide bridging, and I didn't talk to
any of the remaining boulders until I was higher than they were. The
sweat which had been dripping off my chin and nose and elbows for
some time, by now covered my glasses. I stopped to take out a large
white handkerchief, but Nigel pleaded with me not to surrender before
the next stance. By then the crest of the ridge was only a few inches
wide, and I belayed with one leg on each side of it, knees locked tight to
hold the pitch together until Nigel came up. Another hour had gone.
The crack continued thin, ragged and shattered up a bulging pockmarked wall, hideously exposed, but now with a peg every few feet.
Between the pegs the rock was like caked sugar.
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Fortunately the sun was just coming onto this north-west face and was
shining directly down the pitch so that it was not easy to see the holds
too well. I kept my fingers widely spaced for each pull but I don't think
any of the holds stayed completely intact. Even on the blunt end the
adrenalin kept surging. Nigel was belayed in a cave from which a rock
crevasse led down into the bowels of the mountain, lighting up the
backsides and insides of the last two pitches, lodged, as it now
seemed, like giant corn flakes on the crest of the buttress.
Our crack continued, undercut and overhanging, up a shallow corner,
with deep space everywhere. The pegs had disappeared again, but
the natural protection was better and there were some good jams. My
slow progress eventually provoked Nigel into muttering something
from his californian heritage about an unnatural relationship between
Gervasutti and five-eleven. Rather heartlessly, I thought, he pointed
out that I was using my sixth consecutive sling for aid, and, seeing that
my last disintegrating footholds had fallen ten feet clear of his stance,
he made the infuriating suggestion that I was off route. Instantly my
aching bridging muscles started quivering, my glasses misted up,
resolve evaporated, and abuse flowed unchecked. Nigel philosophically hung me from his descendeur off my highest runner and let the
hissing steam fade away. Then the frantic business of untying to save
the top karabiner. In being lowered I held on to the ascending rope to
keep in contact with the pitch but as each runner was taken off I went
spinning giddily into space. Back on the ledge I vomited discreetly into
the rock crevasse and invited Nigel to lead. He completed my
humiliation by standing on my head for a few minutes and eventually
got up some undercut ramps on the right wall where he found some
pitons. This was probably our only route-finding mistake in ascent, but
as all three guidebook descriptions agreed with the original choice of
line, and as our bright yellow retreat sling is only ten feet below the top
of the crack, others will surely be lured into the same cul-de-sac.
We had now been going for eleven hours and although the angle was
falling back we still appeared to be only two thirds of the way up. We
climbed the chimney pitch, photographed as a feature of route eighty
something in Gaston's bumper fun book, and then decided against
traversing into the central couloir on the grounds that it had been
snowing steadily in the Dauphine during June and early July, and the
subsequent thaw would surely have left sheets of ice. Eventually we
had to go into the couloir and where the rock was exposed it was solid.
Unfortunately much of the bed of the couloir was choked with ice and
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we couldn't get to all the protection pegs. Higher up we were pushed
on to the shattered right wall of the couloir for about ten infinitely
tedious pitches. The rope was dislodging loose stuff almost
continuously, and although the run outs were sparsely protected the
towering tottering blocks were too intimidating to be soloed, and too
precarious to be done while carrying coils. We reached the summit
ridge at five-thirty and all the goodies in the rucksack seemed very
good indeed.
Within half an hour our joie de vivre was totally restored. The arduous
and oppressive climbing, and the rather grim determination which
went with it, gave way to the pleasures of a familiar skyline, long
views, fun climbing, a new valley to look down on, everything under
control. Euphoria. There was only patchy cloud drifting past to
prevent perfection. We climbed over various pinnacles, peaks and
pitches, moving together on a short doubled rope, with a few runners
here and there nicely spaced for aesthetic charm. The occasional
abseil added interest and variety and we moved at a brisk canter. At
seven o'clock we came out of the cloud at the base of the North Ridge.
But it wasn't quite right. The Aiguille de I'Olan was not in front of us,
but well to our left, and the Sellettes Glacier, between us and our next
goal of the Breche de I'Olan, was heavily crevassed and not a happy
sight. With monumental incompetence, and more than a little inertia
where the compass was concerned, we have descended the NNE
Ridge. Exhilaration changed in a moment to desolation and despair.
We ground our way interminably back to the summit demoralised and
wiser. Once again we had it to ourselves. We were now stumbling and
making mistakes, and it seemed a good idea to sit down before we fell
down. At first it was a well rewarded decision. A sea of cloud filled the
valleys; the reds and golds of the sunset over the Val Senestre
gradually gave way to beaten lead, and mirrored perfectly the feeling
in every limb.
A little wind got up as the sun sank and the temperature seemed to
drop a degree every minute. We looked wistfully across to the South
Pillar of the Tete des Fetoules, picked out in the last rays of the setting
sun, where, earlier in the week, we had enjoyed a bivouac stretched
flat on springy turf, wrapped round with goose down and goretex. But,
I consoled myself, had not the great Dougal designed his penultimate
sack for just such a predicament as ours, and was I not impeccably
equipped with just such a sack. For readers unfamiliar with the joys of
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a nylon rucksack bivvy I can only refer them back to their first
experiences in crimplene trousers. I don't even think mine was on a
particularly windy day, but the fabrics are alike in having
hyperventilation and, just as I kept looking down to check that I had
actually remembered to put my trousers on so, throughout the night, I
was obsessed with the certainty that the rucksack had blown away.
There are few ways more certain of slowing down the clock than a bad
bivouac: only an unprepared classroom meeting on a hot Friday
afternoon with the thirty unemployables of Five Omega comes to
mind. Well before midnight I felt that the whole business of climbing
was utterly perverted. With a little careful counselling, and a
helicopter lift off, I could have renounced the whole of the great
outdoors as an unspeakable vice. If only we could have found a flat
space big enough for the two of us we could have got our convulsive
shivering into simulated synchronised disco dancing motions. The
triple dose of Mogadon was just as ineffective as last night's single.
Perhaps I had a Friday afternoon batch. It was all so much more
straightforward twenty years ago when a nice barbiturate would get
you through the average bivvy in a dreamy haze, and then one of
those lovely heart-chaped purple amphetamines would put you back
together again in the morning; and they were much better than any
camera lens for capturing the dawn colouring. Perhaps that is why I
haven't seen any for a few years.
Since the wind was blowing spicules of snow over us, and since sleep
seemed unlikely, it was clearly essential to elevate my thoughts. In
"Upon That Mountain" I could remember Eric Shipton discussing the
motives for mountaineering and, drawing on a few useful
experiences, he reckoned the attraction lay, "in the memory of those
rare moments of intellectual ecstasy which occur perhaps on a
mountain summit perhaps on a glacier at dawn or in a lonely moonlit
bivouac". As this is all on a very different plane from that stuff about it
just being there, and as at least two of my guru's preconditions were
even now being satisfied, and with the glacier at dawn there for the
asking, I waited with keen anticipation for imminent suffusion by a
flood of intellectual ecstasy. During the next few hours only a fang of
frozen rock insinuating itself into my backside made an approach to
anything that could be called ecstasy, and as a thrill it didn't reflect too
well on the seat of my intellect. The the powers of recall began to fade
and thoughts to repeat; there was nothing but misery and the endless
haunting refrain which starts and titles one of Tanya Tucker's LPs,
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"Would you lay with me
In a field of stone?"
I'd heard it often enough without realising that it must apply to a
mountain summit bivouac. It could only be the Olan.
Nothing for it but to get the chattering teeth in close harmony, arms
beating in unison, and a touch of self-flagellation with a errant loop of
nine-mill rope. And there was a great dawn coming. Nigel's shivering
seemed to be rising in paroxysms of youthful extravagance but he
was looking at me with equal concern, and we realised at the same
moment that the noise was only the central summit shedding a few
tons of scree.
The wind dropped and the darkness thinned to battleship grey. The
dawn was somewhere else. Ours was thick and white and disgusting,
and only fit for eating bacon and eggs. It was time to crawl out of the
sack and consider breakfast. We were too dehydrated to get the
peanut mixture down, and the orange juice, so thoughfully saved to
overcome this problem, had frozen. Breakfast was cancelled and we
tottered down the North Ridge, hooded and gloved. The North ridge of
the Olan is arguably about the same length and difficulty as the NNE
Ridge but, ravaged by a second sleepless night, we took nearly three
times as long to reach the glacier as we have taken the previous
evening. We dropped below the cloud and found a couple of well
prepared abseil points which took us over the bergschrund and on to a
mercifully mushy neve slope. There were two long overlapping
crevasses on it to be passed in a zig-zag.
We coiled the two abseil ropes. With no possibility of belaying on one
ice hammer there wasn't a good alternative. We went down five
minutes apart to reduce the chance of a wet snow avalanche, facing
into the slope with mitted hands thrust deep into the snow bottoming
occasionally on ice. The slope had appeared to be of constant angle
but as I got nearer to the crevasse the snow wilted and the angle
perceptibly steepened. I glanced down at the appalling void ten feet
below. That was a mistake and so was the line I had taken.
The beginning of each new term of the school with its recurring feeling
of inevitability and the circularity of life shone as a kaleidoscope of
outstandingly desirable images like all the little snow crystals going
out of focus in front of my nose. What a lunatic thought: just wake up
and concentrate and get those arms and boots buried in the snow. I
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looked up and saw Nigel starting to descend. Same technique but one
arm lengthened by the ice hammer. He looked very steady and
methodical; no excesses of youthful exuberance there: he must be
used to late nights. I risked a crafty oblique glance at the crevasse
still worshipping at my feet and felt very lonely. This reverie was
interrupted by an urgent shout from Nigel who, from his higher
vantage point, was recommending rather forcefully that I went back
up and diagonally right and fast. And now the waspish words goaded
me back to the present and within thirty seconds there was no
problem. But I would dearly like an end to this climb: it was becoming
boring as well as dangerous.
It looked easier to regain the rock ridge instead of following the snow
and pulling back up to the Breche de I'Olan. That was another mistake:
all loose and steep and a poor place for abseils. Back we went just as
all the guidewriters said we should. Then a long traverse across the
snow, quite unthreatening now, but sunny and blinding and hot, and
we stopped for a now unfrozen drink. One last pull up to the Breche de
I'Olan and Nigel realised he had left the ice hammer at the last stop.
Back he went while I pressed on to the breche where a large party was
finishing an excellent lunch.
"Bonjour monsieur. Etes-vous seul?" As Nigel was nowhere in sight
my reply lacked conviction. "Quelle course avez-ous faites? .......
ah, la voie Gervasutti ....... c'est une grande course ....... et seul
aussi". They watched with rivetted attention while I ate each of my
eleven assorted sultanas, peanuts and smarties. I chased them down
defiantly with the drips from my flask held high. A pathetic gesture I
suppose, but it triggered a spate of questions about nourriture,
bivouac, duvet, crampons, piolet, and, as most of them got negative
replies, they started to feed and photograph me as if I was at the top of
their local list of endangered species. A drink was thrust at me and
although the taste was unfamiliar it all gurgled happily down. Bon
appetit, bonne course, bon chance, handshakes all round. They
descended whence I'd come with choruses of laughter, kilometres of
rope coils to hand, axes and crampons flashing in the sun. By the time
Nigel reached me at the col I knew that I was very drunk indeed.
I am absolutely certain that I descended the snow slopes to the Fond
Turbat hut with the greatest care. So too did Nigel, which is
understandable seeing that he still had the ice hammer. The main
difference was that I arrived back an hour before he did, stopped only
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by an extraordinary build up of bladder-bursting pressure every ten
minutes. I soon felt like a timber wolf defining its territory.
Back at the hut there was a marvellous welcome. The right answer to
the gruardienne's question, "Avez-vous la vaincu?", got me a kiss and
a bottle of wine on the house, and by the time Nigel came through the
door I had just gone right through the lunch menu for the first time.
John came in more than a little relieved to see us. We had last been
seen through the binoculars at five-thirty on the summit but there had
been much cloud after that. The worry was that we had done the route
in time to get down in the light by 9 pm so ....... John had stayed up
until midnight but had of course see no lights. Our predecessors, a
threesome, had taken two days to reach the summit, and to-day the
next party on the face had fallen from the first diedre on the Couzy
route taking much of the pitch with them. Although they had got
themselves back to the hut and away without too much damage, they
had expleted at length about the quality of the rock, and I think the
image of alphinism was looking distinctly tarnished to John.
After another estimable escallope and a further litre of warm red
VDQS an inimitable French quality infiltrated the outing. The entente
cordiale grew by the glassful. What extraordinarily discerning
Englishness to have joined the Club Alpin Francais; how lucky we
were to have Maggie ....... nothing like her since de Gaulle .......
high time someone waved the two fingers of scorn at Giscard. A round
of handshakes and snapshopts and off. Floating down the valley. That
indefinable magic and exaltation of the route gently merging into the
sybaritic pleasures of the lower altitudes of France. Bacchus and his
team would soon be easing us through the formidable dialectics of the
next sportsplan. Perhaps after all John did see something of what it is
that turns his old man on.

CLIMBING BACKWARDS
John Harwood

Lurking down on the South Wales coast, east of Porthcawl, are the
cliffs of Ogmore. For sheer unadulterated overhanging 'pleasure' it is
hard to beat them. Comparisons are difficult - Hydd Drem is
unpleasant, Kilnsey too hard. Down at Ogmore there are even
enjoyable V.S.'s where a trailing rope will hang well clear of the cliff all
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of the way to the beach below. So for those who are not put off by such
thoughts and wish to learn more - read on.
One arrives from the road above at the western end of the crag. A
ledge allows one to see something of the crag - and the view is not
encouraging! Fortunately, reality is slightly better than appearances.
The regular visitor and the bold will descend to the bottom via a steep
corner rejoicing in the imaginative name of Route 1 with the
comforting thought that one slip will be one's last for the landing
under most of the crag consists of a serrated rock-platform. I think
Clive Horsefield, one of Ogmore's pioneers put it best when he said
that anyone falling to the ground off the cliff would suffer a 'severe
dose of death'.
Anyway, let's assume that we have actually made it to the bottom of
the crag. What should we climb? Well there's an obvious overhanging
crack round an overhang called Leprachaun which can cause most
people to sweat off their Christmas calories. Then there comes a large
shallow cave, up the left and over the top of which there used to be a
pleasant aid route. One stifling summer's day I found myself following
a rampant Pat Littlejohn up this with the disturbing difference that no
aid was being used and, because of his ethics, no chalk either. On this
attempt even Pat had to rest on a peg at the end of what amounted to a
25 foot overhanging finger traverse - not because of tiredness, I
hasten to add, just sweat. As for my own effort, let's just say that I
retrieved all the gear! Later on in better conditions. Pat lead the route
without the rest at E4,6a.
The next climb is called Wipeout. It's so named due to an exciting
event on the first attempt when Phil Thomas found himself suspended
from one arm 30 feet up as all his aid pegs dropped out. His
subsequate placing of a wedge must rank with Bluebird and other
feats of speed! Later the climb was completed with aid and, still later,
done free by Littlejohn (E3, 5c). Then comes an overhanging delight,
Nyth, which they say is slightly easier but which I find desperate (E3,
5c). Now, at last, we have a climb which one can safely recommend to
anyone, for the prominent V-groove of Pluto is V.S. Superb jamming
and bridging with excellent protection lead 60 feet or so up till a large
block bars easy progress. So the pleasant solution is to swing
sensationally across the overhanging left wall to the arete and so to
the top. The traverse is a bit like the final part of Rift Wall but much
longer - excellent fun. On the right wall of Pluto lies the overhanging
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crack-line of Finger-Print (E3, 6a) on which I spent a few unhappy
hours before Andy Sharp's all-stops-out ascent. Then follow a series
of recommendable overhanging grooves and cracks in the
H.V.S./easy X.S. range. The first of these is Abbey Road which gave a
good example of the sea-cliff syndrome on its first ascent. Most
people who have visited Gogarth have learnt to adjust for steepness
but to someone unused to sea-cliffs it is very difficult to judge the
angle when standing immediately underneath the crag. Thus it was
that Phil Thomas and Clive Horsefield started up what was to become
Abbey Road wearing mountain boots and sacs thinking that it would
be a nice pleasant mild V.S. To make matters worse the rock was wet
and it was only with gritted teeth, P.A.'s and every runner they had
that the top was reached !
Further along the cliff is Questimodo which nearly saw young Andy
Sharp's downfall. If was his first day's climbing with Pat Littlejohn
who, as usual, was going like a steam-train. They had already put up
one sensational route when Pat launched himself at a very
overhanging section of rock which was climbed almost entirely on
undercuts! Andy reckons the only reason he made it so fast was that
all the runners fell out and he didn't fancy being lowered into the sea!
Just to the right is the very recommendable Griffin (E1, 5c) which
climbs a really fun 5 foot roof right at the top of the crag. By going up
Jumping Jack Flash to start with one can appreciate this sloth-like
move with nothing worse than 5a climbing. Just to the right is the
classic V.S. of the crag, Pinnochio which involves walls, traverses, a
groove, a chimney, a crack and, of course, several overhangs!
Next follows another area of H.V.S./mild X.S. climbs about which I
haven't many stories so I'll go on to the V.S. chimney of Siren which is
a fine climb. The wall to the right of this is impressively overhanging
for a long way and houses the hardest climb of the area - Sorcery.
Littlejohn took two falls off this route onto a No.1 stopper on his first
attempt. On the actual ascent he reckons to have made it by the skin of
his teeth and, when pressed for more details would only mutter
'terminal'. Needless to say it awaits a second ascent. So does the next
route to its right - Spellbinder (E3, 5c). After a hundred or so feet of
overhanging climbing this route surmounts a six-foot roof just in case
one isn't exhausted enough by that time! As Andy Sharp puts it 'this
type of pitch tends to sort the men from the boys'. Led on sight by
Littlejohn it epitomises the sort of climbing he is good at - strenuous,
sustained, difficult to protect and very very impressive. The climb next
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Glencogen, Ogmore.
Andy Sharp on first ascent

John Harwood
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to Spellbinder is called Fire. Half-way up the 100 foot pitch the last
protection is obtained and then the guide says 'climb up using
dubious holds of conglomerate and continue steeply with no further
protection. I can assure the reader that it looks even worse than it
sounds!
Other overhanging routes follow of which Brimstone, Cone Country,
Stronghold and Poseidon are all superp H.V.S.'s and Dracula and Son
of Dracula are desperate X.S.'s. Perhaps I can recommend Wounded
Knee which requires real ingenuity to surmount its various roofs. The
name derives from a knee and toe jam which enables one to take both
hands off to rest half-way round an overhang -just like a trapeze artist.
Further on towards Southerndown are a bunch of remarkable climbs.
Several years ago I spotted a superb overhanging crack-line which I
was plucking up courage to try. Unfortunately, seeing the angle and
knowing my own strength, I thought I might end up using several
aid-slings. Then the obvious solution arrived on my first day out with
Pat - I enthusiastically pointed out my line. 'Looks pleasant' was his
first comment before adding 'I think we'll try here'. He was indicating
an utterly impossible-looking piece of cliff at the time which
resembled the North Buttress of Kilnsey. I thought he was joking until
he started getting the gear out. 'You're not getting me up there' said
Clive who made off with the camera leaving me with a sickening
feeling and the other end of the rope. I never really thought Pat would
get anywhere at all - it was really A3 overhang country. But once he
started it just seemed that nothing could stop him. Talk about power
climbing-the pitch overhung 30 feet in 90 feet! Other routes followed
of which Glycogen finally climbed my crack. Andy Sharp and I did this
in a torrential rainstorm when one advantage of climbing roof after
roof showed itself in keeping us bone-dry.
Further right there are actually a few slabs. Climbing one of these,
Steve Lewis and I were trapped by the tide half-way up the cliff. Steve
led on up to loose rock with few runners until the rope ran out. I didn't
know whether he had belayed and communication was impossible
because of the waves. So I had to climb with my heart in my mouth.
The rope was taken in which I took as a good sign until I reached the
top to realise that Steve had had to retreat back up the slope to reach a
belay and had needed me to climb half of the pitch before he could do
that! On a similar route nearby, I had led the first pitch and was
comfortably ensconced in a hole half-way up the cliff. Pete Lewis
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pushed on to the top and shouted something as he took the rope in. I
thought he told me to 'throw the loose rock off' and set out to oblige
with blocks being hurled in all directions. I thought Pete looked
worried and, when I reached the top, realised that he had no proper
belay and had told me 'not to fall off'. Ah well, the added interest of
climbing by a noisy sea!
Perhaps all this has made Ogmore sound like a horrendous place. It's
not really. True it is overhanging but in many cases the protection is
good and there are few places where one-pitch routes can seem so
'big'. At the end of the eastern end of the cliffs are some short pleasant
V.S. climbs in the Bechers Brook area and any of the guide-book's
starred routes can genuinly be recommended. And if you want to
make a name for yourself, how about a second ascent of Spellbinder
or Sorcery?

FOLLOW THE WHITE STONES
D O Hughes

As Terry Sullivan once said to me "when you have done all the routes
in the world you are not in a hurry to do them all again". Consequently
as the years go by the repeated visites to the local crag start to lose
their savour and a rheumy eye is turned towards fresh fields. One such
challenge is a fairly insignificant mountain, Gatberg, rising to some
7,400 feet above Harrismith in the Orange Free State.
Harrismith is normally regarded as only a watering-hole on the way to
the Drakensberg, a sort of South African equivalent to Llangollen.
However, once a year in October, the sleepy town comes alive and
aspiring athletes vie with each other to be first to the summit of the
local mountain. This race originated in 1922 when a Major Belcher, a
verteran of the Boer war, was visiting Harrismith. During the course of
the conversation he scathingly referred to Gatberg as "that small little
hill of yours". A local inhabitant, Scruby by name, immediately
challenged Major Belcher to scale "that small little hill in under an
hour". The bet was accepted and Major Belcher surprised everyone,
including himself, when he managed the feat with eight minutes to
spare. Afterwards Major Belcher presented a floating trophy as a prize
and since 1927 athletes have competed for the privilege of being the
first runner to reach the top of the mountain - a climb of nearly 2,000
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feet - to claim the Belcher Trophy. Subsequently a Mr Dale presented
another trophy for the first runner to complete the round trip from the
town, up the mountain, along the top for half-a-mile and back to the
town; a total distance of just over eight miles.
Nowadays the race starts at the local high school; a bridge carries the
runners across the national road between Durban and Johannesburg,
and then the road rapidly deteriorates to a footpath with a final vertical
section up "one Man's Pass" to the summit. With over 800 entrants it
is impossible for the back runners to do more than walk, more often
crawl on hands and knees up the final incline. Over the years all the top
South African athletes have entered and the record forthe round trip is
an incredible 54 minutes 11 seconds set by Robert van der Merwe in
1979. Finishers within 90 minutes are awarded a medal while the first
500 home get a tee-shirt inscribed with "Strafste ter Werld" (Toughest
in the world).
Having ascended mountains by a variety of means over the years, I
decided in October 1980 to try the novel experience of running up. I
drove down to Harrismith on the night preceding the race and camped
at the municipal camp site. It was a strange experience having running
shoes and shorts all mixed up with my camping gear instead of ropes,
slings and E.B's. The morning dawned with that slight haziness that
precedes a scoarching day and as I surveyed the steep rocky
buttresses of Gatberg, I felt the same sense of unease one gets before
a hard rock climb. Ironically some Natal members of the Mountain
Club had camped next to me and were busy sorting gear and looking
very proficient. Apparently they regarded Gatberg as something of a
secret crag and had opened about thirty new routes. I must admit I felt
that I might have made the wrong choice and that the intellectual
challenge of the rock gymnast was infinitely preferable to the harsh
grind of the athlete.
After breakfasting, I drifted down to the school to find an array of tents
and a multitude of track-suited athletes limbering up or liberally
applying embrocation. The race was due to start at eleven and already
the temperature was creeping up into the eighties. Fortunately the
appearance of a few friendly faces allowed tension to be worked off in
the familiar mixture of banter and cross talk that is not the sole
prerogative of rock climbers.
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Eventually all eight hundred of us lined up and before I knew what was
happening we were rushing down the street. The initial pace was
appalling and I dropped back to conserve my strength for the steep
section. Little did I realise that the secret is to get out in the front at the
beginning as there is just no chance of passing later on. The road
rapidly deteriorated and I found myself scrambling through a deep
ditch and then following a steep track up the hill-side. If in doubt the
runners are instructed to "follow the white stones" but as far as I was
concerned, there seemed to be an endless chain of athletes stretching
up the mountain. I was finding the going increasingly rough and soon I
was forced to walk. The climb to the summit follows a steep ravine,
One Man's Pass, and here forward progress became almost
impossible as those in front slid and scrambled to get up. On a couple
of occasions I tried to climb round the side hoping that what I lacked in
athletic ability I could make up for in mountaineering cunning.
Unfortunately it was all to little avail and I eventually staggered onto
the summit in the modest time of 54 minutes. As I mopped my brow
with a cold sponge I reflected that I would really have to move if I
wanted my medal. As I pounded along the summit plateau I started to
feel better and my spirits really started to rise again as I leapt down the
precipitous descent path. Here the thorough-bred athletes were all
worrying about their fetlocks while I was able to pound past with the
confidence born of many a scree run. I snatched another drink at the
bottom of the hill and then set off helter-skelter across the final mile or
two. The crossing of a dried stream bed needed some care and when a
ten year old raced past me, I began to realise that I was desperately
tired. A quick look at my watch told me I had about five minutes to go
and the parked cars still seemed an eternity away. Somehow or the
other I forced my legs to drive my unwilling body and lurched and
swayed through the people lining the bridge to the finish. Again a
quick glance at my watch showed about a minute to go and
somewhere from the crowd I heard a familiar voice shouting
encouragement. I managed one final burst and as I passed over the
finishing line and stood gasping trying to recover my breath, the
ninety minute gun went off by my ear - I had got my medal with
54 seconds to spare.
As I eased my aching body away from the finish I remembered Alan
Rainford's immortal words on climbing Erosion Groove-"a doddle
really".
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FINGERS OUT UP THE INDEX
G L Fielding

As we walked towards the telepherique in our boots I asked our leader
to indicate the intended climb. He pointed to a prominent rock spire
5,000 feet above the valley floor. "Its called the Index" he said. I'm not
surprised. I thought grimly for it resembled an upright clenched fist
with the forefinger inclined heavenwards.
I understood now why the brochure advertising this two week holiday
at Chamonix had emphasised that participants should be able to
competently second climbs at V Diff level. Now it's doubtful whether
any of my climbing partners in the club would admit to my
competence on rock or anywhere else for that matter and as V Diffs in
EB's on sunny days in North Wales are the summit of my ambitions, I
realised that this was going to be another trying day.
We had already achieved the main object of the trip, that of climbing
Mont Blanc by the Bosses ridge from the Pouter hut and before that
had done two of the easier routes listed in Rebuffat's book on the
Massif.
Our leader accurately sensed that we had entered a winding down
phase. He noticed our affection for the Bar National and the (topless)
swimming pool and fearing anticlimax or something worse had
suggested that we might vary the diet with a little rock climb. We had
agreed without any noticeable enthusiasm on the understanding that
we would be back in the valley in time for another liquid lunch.
We numbered six. Roger, our leader, supplied by the holiday
Company, was an extrovert, competent, 26 year old mountaineer
from Hammersmith, on summer vacation from some learned
academy or other, where he was studying for a diploma in outdoor
pursuits or something. Dave, a railway engineer from Manchester was
20 and had never been abroad before. He was however supremely
confident of his ability and fitness. Tom and lan were quiet, droll 35
year old, civil servant Geordies and Bob, of similar age, was a gear
merchant Scot who worked in the inland revenue office in Perth.
Two cable cars took us swiftly to 8,000 feet and to magnificent views of
the Aiguilles and Glaciers. As we approached the climb it became
apparent that others had similar ambitions. A mixed French party of
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four and two other French young ladies fussed volubly with ropes and
gear before setting off.
We had discovered that Roger disliked inactivity on the hill and he
decided to confuse the opposition by attaching two ropes to himself
and leading two separate parties of three and two - an interesting
technique which I admit I hadn't met before.
With a word of farewell he set off in hot pursuit of the other parties,
round a corner and out of sight. The ropes stopped and after ten
minutes we heard, "It's like Bertram Mills circus up here lads. These
bloody continentals are using aid, we'll be here all day at this rate, I'm
going to climb past 'em". I marvelled at his perception that those
around him were unfamiliar with the English tongue. At this point a
young French climber and his girlfriend arrived and started to uncoil
their rope. He didn't look as if he was going to hang about either. There
were now fourteen people apparently intent on doing the same route
at the same time.
Our ropes tightened and we set off, first one team and then the next
and sometimes together. From time to time Roger would encourage
us. "Come on, lads, you're on the Alps now, don't bother about style,
use everthing you've got" and frequently "Allez Allez, Vite Vite" in his
unmistakeable cockney French.
We were using everything we had got and going as fast as we could
when we reached the French climbers. They seemed genuinely
surprised at our obvious intention to climb with them, in parallel so to
speak. On some of the more delicate pitches French and English feet
and hands shared holds - truly entente cordiale. Ropes became
entwined (you can see why they colour them now) and looping over
and under theirs whilst moving upwards added a new dimension to
route grading.
I wondered if we were entering a completely new chapter in Alpine
mountaineering when my musings were interrupted by one of the
attractive French girls who enquired if she could share the narrow
shelf to which I was belayed. We clung to each other for several
minutes with sheer drops on either side like we were in a vodka advert.
The day was definitely improving and the weather wasn't bad either,
but Tom to whom I was roped interrupted this new and developing
relationship by moving on. For a moment I mistook the tightening
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around my waist for something better, but then, friends of mine will
tell you that I am rather into fantasy.
Reluctantly I followed, collected more ironmongery, arrived on the
narrow summit and noticed that our leader had contrived to get our
party there first. Others soon arrived however and it began to get a
little cramped. I looked around for the easy way off and came to the
sobering conclusion that there wasn't one. In response to a tentative
enquiry Roger pointed to a large metal ring attached to the rock by a
rusty piton and indicated that it was usual to absail down a vertical
wall to the col.
We congratulated our leader on keeping this secret, but try as I did I
couldn't eliminate a niggling concern about the ropes over which
certain members of the party had been cramponing with abandon
during the previous excursions. Two of the group thought that this
would be a good a time as any to confess that they hadn't any actual
practical experience of walking backwards down cliffs. I listened
attentively at this point hoping to pick up some original East London
invective, but dissappointingly Roger remained as unperturbed as
ever and after a short pause said he would lower then down. All they
had to do was to follow his instructions -carefully.
He received no reply, but noting their disquiet formulated a master
plan to raise morale. He would get young Dave to go first who would
make nothing of it. For some reason David seemed taken aback by this
proposal and voiced a number of alternative suggestions as gear was
applied to his person. Nevertheless he was thrust, somewhat
unceremoniously I thought, to the lip of the cliff and over he went.
Whilst he was still in sight Roger explained patiently that it was not a
good idea to cling tenaciously to the rock when being lowered and for
the next five minutes we were treated to a satisfyingly extensive range
of vocal anguish coupled with threats of violence directed towards our
leader whose tactical plan lay in tatters. "For God's sake Dave shut up"
he yelled "You're frightening the life out of this lot up here". This lot,
being fully aware that there wasn't any option followed less noisily.
During my descent I executed a graceful, but involuntary pendulum,
crunched my head and shoulder on an overhang and was promptly
labelled an exhibitionist.
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After the evening meal, Roger enquired if we would like to spend the
morrow on the glacier practising ice climbing techniques and being
lowered into crevasses. As we got up to renew relationships at the Bar
we replied that we were looking forward to spending our last couple of
days in the (topless) pool and that if he was very good and promised
not to make any more diverting suggestions he might be allowed to
come with us.

"THERE'S A GAP ON YOUR MAP"
JackAshcroft

I was prompted to write these few notes having read Dave Dickson's
article in the M A M in the Pyrenees in the 1979/80 Journal. The sketch
map covered the area of activity from their base camp but omitted
reference to the area west of Larribet Hut. A party of four - John
Fisher, Ronny Hindmoor, Brian Redknap, and myself - enjoyed an
essentially week's walk in the summer of 1976 starting from Porte
d'Arrens on a Sunday morning and completing a circuit back to Porte
d'Arrens the following Friday evening.
We walked via the Refuge d'Larribet, Port du Lavedan and Col
d'Arremoulit to the Refuge d'Arremoulit where we stayed three nights
climbing the Palas (2974m)and traversing the Crete D'Artouste to the
Col de la Lie one day and traversing Pic D'Arriel (2824m) from east to
west another day. We then spent the best part of a day walking to
Refuge Pombie with a lengthy mid-day break in the valley Buvette. It
rained most of the day, but fortunately this was the worst weather we
experienced, being one in which we were not engrossed with
climbing peaks.
We spent two nights at the Pombie, climbed Pic Du Midi D'Ossau
(2884m) by the ordinary route and completed the day with an evening
stroll up the Pic Peyreget (2487m) affording excellent views across the
valley to Le Lurien and Pic D'Arriel in the east and the Basque country
to the west. As the sun sank over the Atlantic coast-line the lighting on
D'Ossau was superb.
Our final day's effort was to walk down to the valley and walk over to
Lac D'Artouste via Col de Lurien and finally over the Col d'Artouste to
Lac de Migouelou and its Refuge before the descent to Port d'Arrens.
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We enjoyed a meal at the Refuge by the Lac but were denied any views
of the surrounding peaks due to a sudden storm. However the walk
along the lakeside gave the impression of some interesting rock
terrain, and I should imagine worthy of another visit. The West Col
guide book is rather unspecific on the area - 'climbs of all grades'
vaguely mentioned.
Yes, I think I endorse Dave Dickson's words "I think most people
visiting the area for the first time will be returning again." Our round
walk of five peaks and five passes was excellent and to be
recommended.

GETTING THERE
Tony Jinks
"If you're thinking of going to the Alps again this year", I wrote to Pete
and Janet, "I might be interested in coming with you".
At first sight, this seems to be a perfectly safe way of referring to a
mountaineering trip which one has no intention of joining. It is vague,
non-committal, and offers endless opportunities for deciding to do
something else. Apparently Pete and Janet were surprised when they
received my letter, but it is doubtful if they were as surprised as I was
when I discovered that I had somehow undertaken to spend two
weeks in Chamonix with them and Glyn, another university friend.
As the holiday approached, and I rather belatedly began to read up the
alpine climbing chapters in Blackshaw, it became obvious that my
collection of mountaineering equipment was deficient with regard to
one or two items, not least a pair of boots and crampons. About a
fortnight before we were due to leave it occurred to me that a solution
to this problem was rapidly becoming overdue, and I decided to spend
a day looking around climbing shops in the London area.
I finished up at 'Field and Trek' in Brentwood. Here I managed to
acquire a pair of boots which would, I suspect, give any competent
chiropodist a month of sleepless nights. They claim to be size ten, but
after wearing them over rough ground for an hour or so it slowly
begins to dawn on one that this is merely an average, the actual size
varying from eight at the toes to about twelve around the ankles.
However, this peculiarity was not immediately obvious, the boots
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fitting quite well until I arrived at the foot of the Bossons glacier some
two-and-a-half weeks later and so I set sbout choosing some
crampons to go with them. I eventually selected a fully adjustable pair,
and travelled back to Cheltenham quite pleased with the day's
spending.
The idea behind fully adjustable crampons is that they will fit any boot.
One simply arranges the various sections of the crampon around the
sole of the boot until satisfied with the fit, then fixes them together
using the little bag of screws, nuts and bolts thoughtfully supplied by
the manufacturer.
It will be obvious that if one arrives home and opens the box
containing one's brand new crampons, only to discover that the
manufacturer, rather less thoughtfully, has omitted to include this bag
of screws, nuts and bolts, then one is not going to get very far with the
above procedure.
A friend of mine, Adrian, comes from Brentwood and was going to
spend the following weekend there. He kindly volunteered to take the
crampons back and return with a complete pair. This seemed like a
good idea. I wrote to Field and Trek, explaining the situation, and the
impending appearance on their doorstep of an individual with no
knowledge of, or interest in, mountaineering but carrying the great
majority of a set of Salewa Everest crampons. I then temporarily
forgot about the matter and settled down to other things, like
changing my train and boat tickets, which I have booked forthe wrong
day.
On the following Monday Adrian seemed a little reluctant to speak to
me, but I eventually managed to elicit the information that he had
spent the entire weekend nursing a severe migraineand consequently
had been unable to leave the house. However, the crampons, along
with explicit instructions on what to do with them, had been left with
his father, who was going to visit Field and Trek that very day, or at any
rate fairly soon, and would post the relacements on to me at the
earliest opportunity. I politely hinted that, as I was due to leave for
Chamonix in four-and-a-half days, this arrangement was not entirely
satisfactory. Adrian agreed to phone his father up that evening for a
progress report.
This was surprisingly good, considering the circumstances. Field and
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Trek did not have any more Salewa Everest crampons and were
unable to locate a spare set of screws. Consequently they had
returned my money to Adrian's father, who undertook to pay it
directly into my bank account. This left me free to buy another pair of
crampons without running the risk of ending up with two pairs and an
overdraft.
I did so that Friday. Once again they were fully adjustable, and when !
got home I checked them carefully against the assembly instructions.
This time there was no doubt that they were complete.
I boarded the London-Folkestone boat train at two o'clock on the
following afternoon and met up with the others, who were already
installed in what they claimed to be their reserved seats. I found a
place near them and shortly afterwards the train pulled out. The Great
Alpine Adventure had begun.
It came to a rather premature halt in a siding 500 yards outside
Folkestone Harbour Station. It appears that all trains entering or
leaving Folkestone Harbour have to be shunted into this siding and left
for at least half-an-hour, though the resultant delay is not reflected on
British Rail timetables. In the event, we remained there for seventy
minutes, which was just long enough to ensure that we missed our
connection in Paris.
Now, we were all travelling on cheap Transalpine tickets and were
consequently restricted to one train per day for the leg of the journey
from Paris to St Gervais. This train left Paris at 23.46. Hence we found
ourselves on the Gare du Lyon, at midnight, with about 200 Ibs of
luggage between us and twenty-four hours to kill.
Strangely enough, this opportunity to sample the delights of one of
the most romantic cities in Europe did not meet with an entirely
favourable reception. The first problem, where to spend the night, was
solved by unpacking sleeping bags and karrimats and bedding down
on platform nine. Surprisingly, we were not immediately evicted by
irate railway staff. Less surprisingly, sleeping for any length of time
proved to be impossible. Little electric vehicles trailing long chains of
rattling trolleys alternated with motorised sweepers in driving up and
down the platform at regular and frequent intervals throughout the
night. At least two completely empty and unlit suburban passenger
trains entered the station, which is a terminus, and left again shortly
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afterwards, and at one point I was awoken from a light doze by a noise
which seemed to indicate the wholesale destruction of S N C F rolling
stock by a gang of vandals armed with sledgehammers.
At about five o'clock the first passengers began to arrive, regarding us
with looks which ranged from hostile curiosity to hostility. Further
sleep, however limited, was obviously out of the question, and the
problem of how to spend the rest of the day had to be faced. I was
already half-way through my reading material and only Glyn, who had
had the foresight to bring six books, including Dosteyevsky's The
Idiot', was any better off.
In the end it was decided that we would go sightseeing in pairs, while
the other two minded the luggage. Pete and Janet won the morning
tour and wandered off, promising to return by early afternoon. Glyn
and I settled down to read. After a while, however, Glyn became
restless. "Why don't we put your crampons together?" he suggested. I
agreed, despite a dim sense of foreboding, found the bag containing
the crampons and began to lay the various sections out on the
platform. The reason why we shouldn't put them together became
apparent almost at once. Somewhere between London and Paris, part
of one heel had disappeared. A rapid and fruitless search revealed that
it was irretrievably lost.
There didn't seem to be very much to say. I think it was at this point
that Glyn, who was going to be climbing with me, began to experience
the same sense of impending disaster that I had suffered from ever
since agreeing to go to the Alps.
Pete and Janet returned, and were informed of the latest development
in the Crampon Fiasco. "Well, there's no point in worrying about it
today", said Pete, practically. "There are plenty of climbing shops in
Chamonix. You should be able to get a spare part there".
The idea of attempting to employ the remnants of my grade five '0'
level French in order to explain my predicament to the proprietors of
half of the climbing shops in Chamonix did not appeal, but the only
alternative I could think of was to spend the entire holiday at
Fontainbleau. By now I had a fairly strong conviction that this would,
in fact, have been by far the wisest course, but the others were
remarkably unenthusiastic when I suggested it.
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In the afternoon Glyn and I took our turn at sightseeing. This was
hindered more than a little by the fact that the Tour de France
happened to be finishing on that day. However, we eventually
managed to pay brief visits to Notre Dame, the Louvre, and the Eiffel
Tower, and returned to the station at about five-thirty. The remaining
six hours were spent drinking wine in the station buffet, swapping
books and, later on, searching for our train. This proved to be a bit of
an anticlimax as, somewhat to our surprise, it appeared on the correct
platform at the advertised time.
We spent another uncomfortable and sleepless night in an
overcrowded compartment and arrived in St Grervais at eight-thirty
the next morning. From here we boarded the narrow gauge railway
which runs up the Chamonix valley and reached Les Moussoux, the
nearest station to our campsite, about an hour later. It was raining, and
the cloud was down to 3000 feet above the valley floor. Even the sight
of the Bossons glacier poking out below the mist could not dispel the
impression that we were back in Borrowdale on some doomed
university club meet.
"Oh well", I thought, as I searched for my cagoule, "at least things
can't get worse".
They did.

PICNIC ON MOUNT KENYA
RF Alien
"Good morning" he said, sitting down at our table, "Can I organise a
tour for you? We leave today for the Ark and Sambura, tomorrow for
Treetops." "Well maybe you could help us, we want to go to Mount
Kenya."
Roy and I had arrived that morning and from our table in the Thorn
Tree Bar we were organising ourtrip and consuming bottles of Tusker.
In spite of our driver we arrived safely at Naro Moru Lodge where we
arranged for transport up to the meterological station at 10,000 feet
and two porters to assist us. Next day we were up on the hill, pitching
the tent at Mackinder's Camp in the Teleki Valley. Our ascent to 13,500
feet had been so rapid that the next day was devoted to acclimatising
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(doing nothing). Roy suffered from headaches which were to persist
for several days but I was spared.
The mountain has a complex structure and distinct seasons even
though it lies almost on the equator. In early July the rock climbing on
the North side and the ice on the South were both starting to come into
condition after the wet season. Roy's sights were set on the ShiptonTilman (West) Ridge, a classic succession of towering gendarmes and
pinnacles. For me it was the Diamond Couloir, a steep silver thread
hanging between the Diamond and Darwin glaciers.
After a bivouac on slabs strewn with hail stones we climbed to the
Firmin Col from the North, unexpectedly encountering steep black ice
in the couloir. A year of inactivity had left me rusty and I moved
awkwardly up this concrete, clumsily smashing my knuckles in an
attempt to gain purchase with an ice hammer. The first obstacle on the
ridge was the petit gendarme which gave several pitches of
unrelenting steepness. The bad start had stolen too many hours and
darkness overtook us at some small ledges on the Northern flank of
the grand gendarme.
Brief equatorial dawn stirred us and we brewed up with some melted
water laboriously collected from a dripping snow patch the previous
evening. The first pitch of the morning saw me straying up a steep and
loose blind alley. Shortly Roy was forcing his own variation over
improbable slabs. Despite these diversions we regained the ridge and
tackled a steep pinnacle pitch with more confidence. Towers and short
pinnacles succeeded one another but still no sign of Shiptons Notch
requiring an abseil. Shrouded in afternoon cloud we sat down on our
latest eyrie and pondered our position. Through a swirling break in the
cloud we made out a massive buttress to the East separated from us
by a deep gash; Nelion. We were on the summit of Batian.
Roping down to the Gate of the Mists in the late afternoon we felt light
headed, bivouac shelter on the summit of Nelion promised a
comfortable night with ample snow for brewing up. Roy had been
existing on a diet of asprin tablets so that by the time we had spent
another day abseiling down the normal route and descending to camp
he was ready for a meal. Our provisions had escaped the ravages of
the little marmot-like creatures called hyrax whose appetites are
matched only by their boldness so we devoted a day to eating.
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The time for my route had arrived and from a comfortable bivouac
amongst the morraines of the Darwin Glacier we moved swiftly to the
foot of the Diamond Couloir. As usual it had been a clear and frosty
night, the nagging uncertainties of alpine weather were completely
absent and a predictable pattern of afternoon cloud build up occurred
each day. The first pitch was a single cascade of white ice, never restful
but never quite a horror show. A temporary crisis occurred near the
top when I discovered that the pitch was longer than my rope but Roy
moved up and I belayed where the angle eased. Easy snow
punctuated by short steep pitches led up the couloir to below the
headwall. The direct finish rose in thin convoluted curtains for 200 feet
above us to the ice cave at the top where the Ice Window route makes
a sensational entrance from the right. Leftwards a ramp led up to short
vertical grooves where the Snyder-Thumbi exit breaks through,
Looking at Chouinard's line in its early season frailty, it was climable;
unless too much plated off. I counted my excuses on the mittens of
both hands and moved left. The original finish was not without its
excitement, spikes grated on rock as we precariously forced a
bottomless groove. Once on the diamond glacier the technical
difficulties were behind us, weary upward movement through the
softening porridge brought us to the keen Northerly breeze blowing
through the Gate of the Mists and we clambered up the final rocks of
Nelion to the haven on the summit.
Our brief holiday had been crowned with success. I had eluded the
final question but perhaps a little flaw is necessary to whet tomorrows
appetite.

ALPINE MEET REPORT VAL BREGAGLIA 1981
Graham Willison
The Meet started as an ominous gap in the Handbook. Monthly
Circulars came and went without a hint of alpine action until, in March,
Mike Grain put his 1981 Alpine Meet cri de coeur into the Newsletter,
with a telephone number. A short, mildly interested call and it all
sounded child's play. Just a touch of midwifery, Mike to steer me
round every problem, and I was deftly guided into the lead, with an
up-dated version of Ball's "Hints for Alphine Travellers" being
suggested for my entry in the April Circular. Within two weeks of
committing myself to lead the Meet, with Mike's support, I had a letter
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from Derbyshire. It was a heart-rending tale of homelessness,
vehicular disintegration, and breathtaking indebtedness. I was on my
own.
The first convert to the idea of a Meet in the Bregaglia was Dave
Dickson. As the leader of two previous alpine Meets Dave radiated
reassurance. Precedents and experience are truly remarkable things,
he said. At Luz St. Sauveur in 1979, and again at Bourg d'arud in 1980
the number of members turning up had been roughly twice the
number that had actually booked. It was well known, he continued,
that no one in the London Section ever got round to contacting the
Meet Leader. Only members living in the far north had time to plan the
frivolities of an alpine holiday. Some faith in the power of tradition
was heeded if I was ever to see the trickle of bookings turn into a flood
tide'of bergfuhrers.
One always travels out hopefully, but our drive ended with some
dismay as we followed a working snow plough over the modest
heights of the Julier Pass and saw the rock peaks of the Bregaglia
plastered with snow. More consternation was on hand in Vicosoprano
whe*re the camp site was packed out with tents and caravans. My
written application to the warden, for lebensraum for the MAM, had
been ignored, and the opportunist scramble for space inevitably split
our small group, and we even affronted some of our neighbours by
using a tent density more usually reserved for plastic gnomes.
The ablutions block was exactly the same size that it had been when
the camp site was commissioned over twenty years earlier, and
before the Albigna dam was built. The only part of the showers which
functioned reliably were the coin meters, and it was a rare tribute to
,|the prevailing spirit of international holiday fellowship that no one
' took an ice axe to them.
The choice for a first climb fell on the N W ridge of Piz Cacciabella N,
which shows a fine profile to the camp site. Tom Kerrich, Steve
Padfield and Bob Robinson got themselves up the route in good order
when it was under a fair sprinkling of snow. I, unfortunately, was
exhausted and pre-occupied by the onerous burdens and responsibilities of the Meet Leadership, and climbed the S peak by mistake.
Sarah White was kind enough to dream up some remotely plausible
explanation for my incompetence, but the credibility of my Leadership
had vanished in an instant, and thereafter I was only asked for advice
on Vatican wines.
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After only one peak we had thirty six hours of continuous rain in the
valleys, with lots of new snow falling at the higher levels. Our
reactions were to go either to the sun-baked roadside crags of the Val
Mello in Italy, or to the Bernina.
The Val Mello is a delightful place, with lots of easily accessibly and
difficult rock climbs. The longest routes run to 2000 feet, but even
isolated single pitches are also described in the Italian photo/topo
guidebook which is so good, graphically, that it can be used without
any knowledge of the language. It was a place for shorts, chalk, PAs
and sun hats: real Adonis country. Kev Graham and Bob Turner spent
several days in the Valley and were particularly enthusiastic about
Kundalini and Luna Nascente. The slab climbing was exceptionally
featureless, and Tom and I once found ourselves having to move
together with 150 feet of rope stretched between us and no
intervening runners.
The Piz Bernina venture started from Pontrsina with a genteel and
guilt-ridden ride in a horse-drawn taxi. The image of a chariot for the
able-bodied, mowing down pensioners, poodles and toddlers, was
disconcertingly strong. Next day it changed into a remarkably
arduous outing through callapsing snow, and we were amazed to find
that we had the Biancograt to ourselves. Perhaps this should not have
been too surprising. It took Sarah and me fifteen hours and it seemed
to be a good D Sup, although on the descent, as we approached the
Marco e Rosa Hut in the dusk, the snow was coming back into good
condition. Tom, however, partnered by Mike Kirton, knocked a couple
of hours off this time and earned the admiration of the hut guardian
who, taking Tom for a guide, discounted some of the very high altitude
fees. The Pic Argient was taken in on the descent via the Boval Hut.
Then it was back to rock climbing. Tom and Mike did the N E ridge of
Piz Bacun from a bivouac; Kev and Bob did the Flat-iron; while Sarah
and Maurice Birkhill, with Steve and myself, did the Gervasutti Route
on the S ridge of Punta Allievi. All were thought to be excellent climbs.
The Allievi climb turned into another fifteen hour day as we lost time
vainly hunting for the guardian in the early hours, and missed the last
cable car down from the Albigna dam.
Meanwhile Arthur and Peter Hodkin were into severe walking. They
crossed all the more accessible passes in the area, and particularly
enjoyed the multi-day Roma Traverse on the Italian side of the range.
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Dave and Gay Dickson joined us after the early arrivals had begun to
leave for home. Although still suffering from the illness that had
delayed him Dave chose to start with the S ridge of PizCasnil which we
thought was exceptionally good for something so short. Dave then
teamed up with friends who had not managed to find me or the rest of
the MAM during the first week, and traversed Castello.
The fine weather continued, lasting for a fortnight before it broke up
into series of daily afternoon thunderstorms. It was a good deal less
settled in the Bernina. Tom and Steve did the N ridge of the Badile,
while Maurice and Sarah did the N W ridge of Piz Gemelli, the two
parties meeting in the Gianetti Hut. One day later Kev and Bob had a
harrowing bivouac near the summit of the Badile where, after
completing the Cassin Route, they were hit and hurt by several static
discharges. Sarah and Maurice stayed on at the Gianetti Hut to do the
S ridge of the Cengalo, and, in deteriorating weather, the Meet ended
with a traverse of Piz Roseg up the Crast d'Aguzza involving Tom,
Steve, Dave and Alan Johnson who was making his first return to the
Alps after an interval of many years.
The weather was not so flawless as it had been on the two previous
Meets in France but, by alpine standards for 1981, it was good, and we
each lost only two or three peaks. The standard of the climbing
covered a fairly broad spectrum. Although it was evenly distributed
between the grades the quality of the outings earned almost universal
praise; and the Badile summit bivouac was the only near miss.
Socially the Meet was a delightful gathering at all levels with ourtotal
numbers just topping thirty. We even had enough very small people
for them to begin to be self-contained and to provide a study in
peaceful co-existence. Perhaps greater numbers might have given
more flexibility for Angela, Regina and Gay to get to the huts. Contrary
to recent trends there were fewer of us actually present than had
booked. Perhaps it was the late announcement that there was to be a
Meet; perhaps Switzerland is not so attractive as France; or perhaps
the recession has caught up with the MAM. Ideally we would
probably have done better with another half-dozen able bodies, to
avoid the solo walking which Val went in for, as well as the solo dashes
to huts to link up with an already established climbing party. Perhaps
then we can look forward to something of a numerical resurgence in
1982 when Martin Scott will be leading the Alpine Meet in the
Dauphine.
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A MOUNTAINEERS PROGRESS, DOWNHILL
Bob Robinson

I lay there strapped on this metal boat, more or less unable to move
except to turn my head and to clasp my arms around a couple of
rucsacs dumped and tied on top of me, I could just see through the
blizzard the snowed up wall of the old Vernagthutte.
Why the metal boat? It was the local blood mobile, the rescue sledge
and I was about to experience for the first time what it was like to be at
the receiving end of a rescue operation. I also understood enough of
the banter among the rescue party to guess they regarded the whole
exercise as fun -a pleasant relief from mountaineering in the blizzard;
also that the descent might not be without its hazards, like the
prospect of a 500 metre free fall descent if they let go the ropes. But
why a sledge: simply because the helicopter had twice set out and
been snowed off.
I ruminated some more. I had spent the previous 36 hours more or less
immobile in the hut pondering over my plight. I reflected: how on
earth did this happen: is this the end of the "downhill progress": had I
been impossibly over optimistic about my skiing ability; would I do it
again: would I ever even walk again! How did it happen: does anyone
really care. On the other hand some of you who are wavering may be
encouraged if I complete the story.
I was always very interested in skiing. For me it was and is an aspect of
mountaineering. To travel on skis in the mountains was always one of
my main ambitions, but rather difficult in Surrey and Hampshire.
However, in the early 1940s I acquired from the local pawn shop a pair
of hickory skis for 5 bob and some fancy chrome plate sticks for 7/6d.
The skis had bear trap bindings with a leather heel strap tightened by a
huge toggle. There were no edges, of course. I put edges on myself
about 1 5 years later and some cable bindings. I still have them, but as a
keep sake. (I have had other skis). Opportunities came but rarely. In
any case I found it difficult to spread my leave (who doesn't) to cover
all my activities and obligations. I made do with occasional forays,
even to the local golf course and Box Hill in Surrey, also to Glencoe
and Aviemore. Then I was lucky enough to find myself in the USA,
where I could ski in the evenings on short but real snow slopes. I even
followed an evening class - sponsored by the educational authority:
quite enlightened I thought, to coin a phrase. So-called Eastern skiing
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in the U S is frequently on artifical snow (well it's real, but man made),
the thaw-freeze cycle and lack of the natural stuff produces icy slopes,
but the owners flail it into submission and one skis on ice granules. It's
a good way to learn to ski on ice. A steep slope consisting of not much
but giant icy marbles is quite exciting - and good for side slipping
practice.
But to return to the "progress". I got to thinking that I should have to
try ski mountaineering as an obvious alternative to and maybe relief
from those pounding Alpine hut walks, particularly the down hill bit.
Parts of my anatomy had begun to protest.
Now Bill Willmer and George Cooper had often pressed me to join
them. We had skied down hill in company - and I was persuaded.
"Coop's" proposal had obvious attractions. We would go to Austria
where the huts are open and provisioned. Of course, I am a firm
believer in self sufficient expeditions. On the other hand a touch of
sybarite pleasure now and then has much to commend it. The
prospect of ending a skiing day in a warm hut and someone else
cooking supper was one of the temptations. The huts have wine too.
As Oscar Wilde said "the only way to deal with temptation is to yield"
so I did.
Ski mountaineering has hidden advantages over downhilling.
Advance planning is hardly needed. The party gets in the car, drives to
a parking place in the mountains, stops, changes, puts on skis and
moves off uphill.
We left U K on a Friday evening, collected Martin Scott in Paris early on
Saturday and reached Austria that evening.
Perhaps I am addressing the converted, but for me the spirit of ski
mountaineering and the nature of the people one meets are much
closer to what one recognises in ones mountaineering friends. This is
what distinguishes it from downhill. I expect there is a touch of the
"holier than thou" or perverce vanity too in what I say but why be self
effacing.
I may as well take a good swing at downhill before I stop discussing
ethics. My complaint is that commercial development simply to
satisfy the downhill demand has begun to look like industrial
pollution, particularly in the summer. Leave some of the wild areas,
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please, for those who want to explore on foot. It was good to find in the
Silvretta that local people had begun to stand out against further
development at the heads of the Fimbertal and Jamtal, adjoining
valleys providing a delightful traversing route.
To return to the skiing. We arrive in Solden and a check on my gear
disclosed that an important part of my bindings were still in U K. That
was a round of drinks to the bad. But I hired without difficulty. Whether
or not this contributed to my downhill progress and lying on that
sledge, I don't know, the bindings were apparently the latest Marker
model.
We changed and set off for Obergurgl where we checked on the huts,
this pays, because the warden decides on the opening date. If the
weather is poor he stays down. There had been some heavystorms.
Naturally we ascended the piste on the lifts. This can be good for a
laugh, for the onlookers, because getting into a chair wearing a rucsac
and carrying an axe and crampons, straight from the car, after a year
without practice can be daunting in front of a crowded liftline.
Naturally some one fell over, a good start.
We headed for the Karlsruher/Lanctallereckhutte, stopping at the
halfway house, the Schonwies hut, which doesn't have sleeping
accommodation in the winter, but is a refreshment oasis at the remote
end of the piste. The warden said the Karlsruher was still closed, so it
was down to the valley. A closer check on the huts persuaded us to
change plans. We decided to visit the Stubai for a few days as the
Amberger hut was definitely open.
The walk to the hut via the Sulztal is delightful. We stayed two days
and climbed the Kuhscheibe and the Schrankogel. The latter
demonstrated why "competent" mountaineers shouldn't be parted
from their gear. Martin and I left our sacs at the foot of what looked to
be an easy ridge. There were, as it happened a couple of pi aces where
crampons and an axe would have been very acceptable. The run back
to the hut was sporting and we arrived at dusk. Bill and Coop had
began to make noises about searching for us. This was the only day
we were back too late for the pleasures of soup and beer in mid
afternoon, often in the brilliant sunshine. There was a jolly Dutch party
in residence and our paths crossed several times in the next 10 days,
which is another of the minor pleasures of ski mountaineering.
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Back in the valley the news of the Karlsraker hut was good, but on the
ascent from Obergurgl we were overtaken by a blizzard. We had other
exciting moments, for example when Bill slipped off, but he survived.
We were on the point of turning back when another party emerged
from the white out. They knew the way and we reached the hut in 5
minutes.
The blizzard changed things. We watched a party of hard men being
defeated by the ascent of the glacier snout en route to the
Hockwilderhaus. They came back. Things seemed to have changed
since Coop's last visit, or he was tougher in his youth. Our planned
circuit to the Martin Busch hut via the Schalfkogeljoch had to be
abandoned so we skied down to Obergurgl and drove to Vent. The
descent of the piste seemed very bland. We left Vent the same
afternoon, on the ski-lift, but a mile or so along the track to the Martin
Busch (this time our approach was from below) some discending
skiers persuaded us that we might not make it before dark. We
returned in gentle snow. There were compensations, not least a
pleasant evening in the pub, also that next day we had excilliant
sunshine all day. From the Martin Busch, Martin (Scott) and Bill
climbed the Similaun and Coop and I exploired the Niederjochferner,
then next day we crossed the Hauslabjoch to get to the
Hochjochhospitz, again in brilliant weather.
We were interested to find how easy it was to lose the way with our
usual casual approach to navigation mainly following tracks, but
spindrift soon blanks out tracks on exposed rocks. There is an ice fall
on the descent route and for this we took off ou r skis. Once safe we had
a 5 mile run to the hut, well more or less, because the last Vi mile is
steeply uphill. There were only six others in the hut. There was also no
water but workmen had been brought in by helicopterto make repairs.
For the remaining 3 days we planned to traverse to the Vernagt hut via
the Guslabjoch and then perhaps take in the Wildspitze on the way
back to Vent. But, in a blizzard, not far from the Vernagt hut, I
performed an uncalled for gymnastic feat, a genuine base over apex
tumble, which, for the time being, more or less ended the "progress".
I cannot of course let the story end here. I recovered and we went
again next year, on a tour of the Silvretta centred on Ischgl. We took in
the Heidelburger, Jamtal and Wiesbadener huts, in more or less
perfect weather, until, that is, the least day when we skied some
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10 miles down to Galtur, first in snow and then in rain. There are few
more depressing sights than a ski village seemingly rendered
moribund by mountain cloud and rain.
To compare the two tours, then perhaps the huts in the Vetztal and
Stubai are higher and more remote and the skiing a little tougher, but
those in the Silvretta were never uncomfortably full.
As for my personal "progress", I put my nerves to the test on the last
day when I found myself heading at speed for a snow bank
momentarily out of control and my thoughts centred on my new
bindings which I had personally modified and fitted. "If they don't
work this time, then here we go again". But they did: I felt almost
elated.
If I could tempt others, the first thing is that a "progress" like mine can
be fun. As for advice the important thing seems to be to keep
ambitions realistic and give your gear very personal imspection. Shop
assistants don't know too much about ski mountaineering. I got mixed
advice on ski lengths, from 150 cms to 200 cms, but no one asked me
my weight or age: so beware and ask your friends first.
To end at the beginning, so to speak. I survived the rescue despite the
blizzard. I wished I could ski like them. On the other hand they can
practice on snow, which is rather superior to the nylon matting at
Aldershot. They were all very kind.
If the downhill scene is less attractive, as I feel it is now, perhaps one of
the main differences is the spirit and out look of those inclined, or so it
seems to me. Ski mountaineers and climbers have most things in
common I feel, in that one is likely to get a lot of pleasure from the
company of kindred spirits, it is, after all, the people in whose
company we enjoy the sport who make for pleasure.

BEFORE THE PENNINE WAY
Muriel & Peter Wild

We, Peter & Muriel, were born in 1912 and 1914, respectively in
adjoining parishes a few miles west of Manchester. When we were
teenagers, a word not then invented, very few people had cars and we
could only walk or climb in those places to which either a train or a bus
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or a special excursion would take us. However, Manchester was
always a good place to get out of, being surrounded by attractive
walking country, and public transport of all types was reliable and
never late. For example, a day excursion to Corwen started on the
7.15 am train from Manchester and after eight or nine hours on the
hills, you could get a train home which landed you in Manchester
about 10.30 pm. There were plenty of late buses to take you the few
miles home.
There were plenty of trains and fares were cheap into the Peak District,
e.g. 1 s 9d return to Hayfield for Kinder Scout, and 9d, return to Glossop
for Bleaklow. Every Sunday all the year round, thousands of young
people went walking in the Peak District, and on the Pennine Moors,
Some people went climbing on the gritstone edges or traversing the
wild open spaces of Bleaklow or Kinder Scout. All this put presure on
footpaths and crossings of the open moors became more frequent.
Disputed rights of way were nothing new in Derbyshire. The Peak
District and Northern Counties Footpath Society was formed in 1894,
and in 1895 began negotiations with the landowner to claim a right of
way from Hayfield up William Clough, over the shoulder of Mill Hill, a
part of Kinder Scout, to the Snake Inn, and were successful with their
efforts in 1897. There was a dispute about Doctor's Gate path on the
shoulder of Bleaklow in 1929, but the landowner soon conceded that
there was a right of way.
There were plenty of notices saying, "Trespassers will be
prosecuted", to be found around the moorland areas. This notice
originated in an act passed in the reign of George II which made it an
offence if anyone trespassed after being warned not to do so.
Following that act all land owners put up these notices, because they
were a substitute for a warning, and if there was trespass afterwards,
there was an offence, The use of this notice still continues though the
Act has long since been repealed, and cannot be enforced.
With the increase in walkers on the moors at holiday times, and
weekends, the landowners increased the number of keepers. One
must remember there was a high rate of unemployment in the early
1930ties, and many of the so called keepers were unemployed people
hired by the landowners to stop walkers crossing the moors. They
were bouncers of a sort. Most of these people were under a threat, that
if an owner saw people crossing his land they would be fired. This
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situation produced all sorts of problems for those who were
determined to climb or walk on the Pennine Moors.
Some groups organised a mass trespass, the main area being Kinder
Scout for those on the Manchester side, and on the moors around
Sheffield for those on the East side. In spite of all this we still wandered
over Kinder Scout, Bleaklow and the Pennine Moors. I will admit we
did not go on shooting moors during the breeding season, April and
May, or in the shooting season, August to October, and most of the
keepers knew this.
It was great fun to test one's wits against the keepers and to walk
across the moors. We knew the beats of the keepers, and have many
memories of encounters with them. There was a keeper known as Old
Tom whose beat was Kinder Low. Tom, who had a long white beard
and white hair, claimed that he could always tell when the wind blew
from Manchester for his beard went black from the industrial smog.
One filthy winter's day of high wind and snow, when we thought no
keepers would be about, in thick mist we walked into Old Tom. Asking
him what he was up there for on such a day, his reply was, "I would
rather put up with the fury of the good Lord than that bitch of mine in
Hayfield". One fine winter's day long before we were married I took
Muriel to see Kinder Downfall, and while admiring the fall bumped
into the head keeper with his fiancee, I mentioned that I was showing
Kinder to my lady friend and the reply came, "So am I and its a nice
day for it". In this case I told the keeper that I had crossed a
neighbour's moor to get there, this seemed to make a difference to his
pride, in keeping people off his moor.
On the Derwent side of Bleaklow was a head keeper, Tom Vernon,
who many times said he wished we had our names on our collars like
dogs. For he knew that he could only ask for our names when we
committed damage, and walking across open moors was not damage.
One winter's day we had been on the moors East of the Derwent Dams
and had just climbed over the high wall on to the road. Afew moments
after we landed on the road Tom Vernon came round the corner on his
bicycle. As he sized us up, we passed the time of day with him, and in
reply he said "Did you get your feet wet crossing Abbey Brook". He
knew well where we had been. Tom knew walkers often used the
shooting cabins to sleep in on Bleaklow. There were several cabins on
Kinder and Bleaklow, but alas in the 1940ties they were vandalised,
burned down or destroyed. Some of the cabins were open while
others had a hidden key, which had to be found-Great fun.
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One did have other types of encounters. One winter's evening when
coming down the Alport Valley on Bleaklow in the dark, we walked
right into a keeper with a gun who was not at all friendly. We were
bound for Edale and had to cross Kinder in the dark. We did not carry
torches, for a light would have given us away and this added to the
fun. On one occasion on a winter's night, while climbing a barbed wire
fence one member of the party tore the seat of his trousers. He was
wearing a white shirt, and another member of the party said it was a
good thing he did it, for in the whole of the dark night the white shirt
tail was the only thing he saw till dawn.
The Bowland Fells were a difficult area. On one summer's day, having
gone further than we intended we took, as we thought, a short cut to
get back to our transport and found ourselves on the lawn of a country
house. A butler was serving dinner in a large bay window. We kept on
walking down the drive and it must have been a good dinner as no one
came out to interrogate us.
Dodging keepers was great fun while one was young and strong and
could out distance them, not caring if one added a few miles to one's
day. There were no out-door pursuit centres to teach us, no Mountain
Rescue to bring us first aid, no Everest Foundation to finance us, no
long distance footpaths, very few Youth Hostels, we worked on
Saturday mornings and we had very little money, but we certainly
knew how to enjoy ourselves on the hills. As a climber once said "I
have to get up at 7 am six days a week to earn my living, so I can get up
at 7 am on Sundays to have a long day on the hills".

This article by Muriel and Peter is of particular interest at present, for
24 April 1982 will see a mass foray onto Kinderscout to celebrate the
50th Anniversary of a mass trespass in 1932. (Ed)

.
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MURYNIWL

30th August 1981
Roy Manuel

A Recommended Route

This superb route was recommended to me years ago by friends,
climbing articles, Tony Moulam himself (at an M A M indoor meet),
Dave Haffner, more than once, and last but not least, Ron James, who
climbed it in the early sixty's with old Bill Drew. For years I became
increasingly a pain in the neck to my friends saying "I'd love todoMur
Y Niwl" hoping I'd got the pronounciation right. On the 30th August,
1981 (Roger Cooper's Bank Holiday Meet) it finally happened. I was
satisfied at last; even the heavens applauded. I shall be eternally
grateful to Ray Colledge, who said those magic words when the
conditions were good "yes, I'll come". Up until then my greatest
difficulty with the climb was not the climb itself, that was easy, but
getting to it, accompanied by the essential companions, good weather
and one's current climbing partner.
Wally Clarke made up our party. A strong team - Ray, whose
mountaineering exploits are already on record and who needs no
introduction. Wally, a stalwart member of the CMC (Coventry
Mountaineering Club) who in pursuit of happiness runs 26 mile
marathons, walks AHEAD of Bob Thornton and persists in calling
carefully chosen mountaineering friends "hard men". As a team,
therefore, we seemed assured of a good day's climbing. I had the idea,
Ray would show us the way, and Wally, detecting any signs of
weakness, in either party, would tell us both that we were "hard men"!
My weather forecast required that the climb be completed by 4 o'clock
- it would be warm and dry up to then, warm and wet thereafter,
accompanied by thunder and lightning. My forecast was right, but
unhappily the storm in addition to being fierce enough to wash Roger
Cooper off Cyrn Las also gave someone the "chop" on Snowdown.
At the Col, Ray took command and guided our party to the top of the
descent gully where we off-loaded unwanted gear and bombed down
to the foot of the climb. Views of the Pinnacle Wall above looked great,
but the weather was to deny us this bonus.
Mur y Niwl traces its way up a very steep wall. It is a very exposed
route but it has one important merit, it is safe. There are no "duff"
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holds, small some of them may be, but all are safe and have stood the
test of time. By reputation, the Crux Move is the hand Traverse and
there are only two questions to be asked about this. Will you fall off?
and have you got a leg long enough to reach the foot hold at the other
end? The answer is - you have to find out for yourself!
1977 I thought that I had persuaded Bob Thornton to do it with me,
but instead, he persuaded me to do a "warm up", climb first. Of all the
routes to choose for a "warm up", we settled for "Monolith Crack" a
monstrous v/diff on the Gribin Facet, Cwm Idwal. Bob has his own
grading system for routes. They are either a "dawdle" or they are
"desperate". Monolith Crack, most certainly ranks as a "desperate"
but in addition it also fights back! Bob hated it and as a result Mur y
Niwl was off.
1978 Bob Redwood raised my hopes at Glan Dena, but after an
earnest consultation with Roger Cooper changed his mind.
1980 (i) Bob Redwood, again, this time with a difference, we were
going to do it. We chose a day trip and a bone rattling journey in his
green monster to Llangollen and back in the pouring rain!
1980 (ii) CMC members Duncan Bean and Eugene Jones
accompanied me to Glan Dena. Both are excellent climbers. They
chattered all weekend about routes I'd never heard of in a language
foreign to my ear "5C - 6A - E2 - the Corner, that's too easy! - anyway
we'd have to walk to Mur y Niwl and we've no boots!"
1980 (iii) Another promising day trip. Wally's idea. He persuaded a
strong party that Mur y Niwl was a good route and off we went only to
fail again due to bad weather. On this occasion we were joined by Ken
Binsley and Pete Baun, two tough guys from the CMC. Both had just
returned from a season in the Swiss Alps and all went well until we
reached the foot of the climb, when the clag closed in, and the rain
poured down. Just to salvage something out of the day we roped up
and slithered our way up an extraordinarily dangerous Amphitheatre
Buttress instead.
1981 Roger Cooper's Meet (The Breakfast)
We sat there, side by side, the best of friends, avoiding any discussion
on climbing plans! Wally, a better climber than I, for some reason or
other this year had a "hang up" about Mur y Niwl and was determined
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not to do it. We sat in silence, just an occasional awkward comment
about the weather, "thunder at four". His will not to be committed
matched my frustration. The rest of Roger's guests stumped in
endless processions between the kitchen and the lounge, chirping
away, swopping ideas and plans "what are you doing today? What do
you fancy?". I felt sorry for Wally. He owed me a favour from
yesterday, when he and Julie (Clarke), having just done Grooved
Arete cajoled Ken and I after Munich climb, to take ropes up Belle Vue
Bastion. I stood teetering on the "edge of all things" wishing I was on
the Haven below, dipping nervously into my new chalk bag.
An unknown climber below with helmet and glasses shouted at me,
questioning my right to put chalk on such a classic route. I replied
loudly, "I'm over 40, 1 am entitled to two knees an elbow and chalk!".
Back came the retort to which there was no answer "I'm am over sixty
and I am not using chalk!". So, poor Wally, he owed me a favour.
Forcing me up Belle Vue Bastion and incurring an argumental defeat
in the process.

At Last
Ray Colledge paused, dreamily, by ourtable. He had no partnertoday,
because Dave Langrish had hurt his ankle the day before. Suddenly, I
was as good as there. Ray said "yes I'd love to do it" I could hardly
believe it. Ray Colledge, the Chris Bonnington of the MAM was
willing to climb with me. Even better was to follow. Roger Cooper,
aware of the situation, turned the tables on Wally whispering
earnestly into his ear, something to the effect "with Roy and Ray at
either end of the rope you will have no problem crossing the traverse".
Wally was coming! That was great.

MuryNiwI
A final check on runners and years of frustration were at last ended. I
was off the ground; I was on it! Wally and Ray followed easily to the
first stance and then I clambered up to the Niche which overlooks the
traverse, longer than I thought, but with chunky looking hand holds.
I clipped into three rusty pegs and added a couple of nuts, using one to
take myself out of the direct line of the system. Wally arrived and
suddenly it was crowded. I don't know what Ray must have thought,
but he waited patiently for what seemed ages while Wally and I
struggled to change positions without either of us at any one time
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being "off rope". Hang gliding was only an accidental elbow away!
Nose to nose, toes to toes, "clip into this, step over that, this is you, I'm
safe, can I go now".
That Didn't Take Long
Sorted out at last, Wally fed me slack and it was good to be on the
move again. I paused to place a sling before starting the hand traverse.
Leaning well out, I could see the tiny foot hold down and away over to
the right, below where the ledge tapers to near nothing. The ledge felt
rough, just as I had hoped; nothing or nothing much for the feet. A
re-assuring nod from Wally and I shot across, daring not to look down
nor to hesitate and suddenly it was all over. I called back (immodestly)
"that didn't take long" and immediately found the next move leading
to the diagonal rise to the perch, delicate, needing a carefully placed
runner before I could continue.
What a place to be - the perch - a seat high up on the vertical wall, a
place to sit and relax, the hard moves done. Ray was on the move now
Wally and he exchanging niceties. I had to interupt with something
poetic and appropriate, "the dream has become reality Wally" I called,
to which Wally replied (just like the wife would have done) "looks
more like a nightmare to me".
Just Walk Off
Wally joined me on the perch just big enough for two and Ray shouted
"it's all over now just walk off' we looked and called "you must be
joking". There was no way we could walk off. A move to the right to
reach a clean cut flake needed two elbows and a sharp intake of breath
and then at last a grassy ledge.
I scrambled vaguely upwards, still looking for the path, and now
unable to check with Ray, out of ear shot. My "path" was blocked by a
steep wall offering only a weak crack line in the comer, where a good
runner filled the only decent finger hold. It was 4 o'clock, and the
thunder had started echoing around the amphitheatre. I kept
remembering the re-assuring words from Ray "just walk off" and
promised myself that I would have something to say about the 'path'
when we got to the top. Wally called to know why the rope had gone
dead and was amazed to be ordered to "watch the rope". A tiny one
finger pocket is reached high on the right wall by bridging and
teetering and then at last a final pull over the top ends the climb. I
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reckon that this is the hardest move on the route and Ray later agreed
that the path was harder than he remembered. We scrapped the idea
of finishing on the Pinnacle Wall above and in the pouring rain
gathered our belongings at the top of the cliff and set off to Glan Diena.
We got wet, but nobody cared. It was worth it. I had done Mury Niwl.

SPRING BANK HOLIDAY MEET
KILLIN. 23rd to 30th May 1981
John Brown
On reaching the campsite at Cruachan Farm on Thursday 21st we
began to think it was a mistake, even for meet leaders, to arrive too
soon for a meet. Within 10 minutes the heavens opened, the thunder
flashed and roared and it seemed the monsoon season was upon us.
However Friday cleared sufficiently for us to dry out, settle down and
discover that our pleasantly situated camp overlooked Loch Tay to the
south with Ben Lawers and the Tarmachans to our North and North
East. We also found time to visit the Falls of Lochay and walk in Glen
Lochay without getting too wet.
The next arrivals, Shirley and Duncan Jeffery and Mike and Mary
Shaw, expected about midnight Friday, arrived for breakfast on
Saturday having spent the night at the wrong campsite! The clouds
were right down and visits to the Ben Lawers Mountain Centre and
walks below the 2000' contour were the order of the day.
The main party arrived Saturday evening and despite Sunday's again
not-very-encouraging weather eleven of us set out in a determined
way for Beinn Ghlas and Ben Lawers. Five (including 3 past
presidents) achieved these two Munro's albeit by the "tourist route",
but no one was inclined to rebuild the sixteen foot cairn on the latter
summit in order to reach 4000'. Improving weather during the descent
gave us our first fine views of Loch Tay and the neighbouring peaks.
The Shaws and Jefferys after a forest walk in the Kenmore area spent
the afternoon on "a short half-day ascent of Schiehallion".
The following days included the traverse (in sections by some, in toto
by Stan Crawford) of the Tarmachan range; 3000 feet of unremitting
near-vertical grass to attain Ben More's summit followed by Stob
Binnien for the masochists who "enjoyed" another 1000'flog up from
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the Bealach-Eodar-Dha-Beinn; then Ben Vorlich from Ardvorlich
House, Lochearnside, which house was bristling with BBC cameras
and actors filming a new serial in period costume; trespassing (!) and
golden eagle watching in a glen which should be nameless; the
traverse three times of the 9 hole Killin golf course and the award of
the "Wooden Spoon" trophy to Joan Reeves for the best score of the
day; is it true that Gordon and Cliff are planning a return visit to look
for lost balls, that of the former last seen bouncing merrily down the
A827, while the letter's went unaccountably "missing" in the middle
of a wide open fairway? there were also visits to various castles by
armorially interested parties!
Finally a word about the last day when some of us decided on an easy
day climbing the attractive sounding and attractive looking peak
Schiehallion. - already described by Mike Shaw as an easy half-day.
Don't believe a word of it! Starting from Glengoulandie we followed
the route recommended in the S M C guide and proceeded at a
decorous past presidents' plod. After about the third false summit we
sighted what appeared to be the top about 10 minutes away. To our
dismay a descending party told us the rest of the going was "not too
bad" and we should make the summit in 1 % hours! Such proved to be
the case due to the rough boulderstrewn terrain and the descent was
not much quicker. Nevertheless it was well worth the effort to attain
this commanding viewpoint,-even worth being late for dinner.
So ended the eleventh of the present series of Spring Scottish Meets.
Suggestions are now invited for next year's location.
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THE CLIFF
BafJones
Clouds sweeping
Low from the south-west
On a brisk wind.
Grey rock, formed and
Weathered by
Years of
Natures elements.
Dun patches,
Uncovered when grass was
Removed.
A rope
Ripples. The climber moves,
Dallies. His second
Dreams, relaxed.
Understands.

BEN NEVIS
Baf Jones
Caught at the dawn of
An age.
Rushing upwards
'Neath a lowering sky
Dark rock.
Encased in ice
After days of blizzard.
Rears and
Groans.
Beautiful in the morning light.
Under the ice, water
Trickles.
The Curtain glistens;
Repels by its appearance;
Exudes menace.
Stark.
Saturnine.
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OBITUARIES

H K HOCKENHULL

(We are indebted to Mrs Hockenhull for these memories)
Ken died suddenly of a coronary thrombosis while out at a dinner. He
was seventy years old and had been climbing until the previous year
when he had his last season in the Alps. He never missed a season in
the Alps from the end of the 2nd World War and climbed also in
Norway and Turkey. He joined the M.A.M. in 1951 and was also a
member of the Alpine Club. On the Matterhorn Centenary in 1965 he
climbed the mountain solo and on the summit met Yvette Vaucher,
fresh from her North Face ascent, the first by a woman.
Apart from mountaineering Ken had many interests. He was
Chairman of the Crewe Amateur Operatic Society, had been a
member for fifty years and had played many parts, but loved best
playing the violin or viola in the orchestra. He was active in the Scouts
movement and was Chairman of South West Cheshire Scouts for
thirty years. His diary, meticulously kept since the age of twelve, has
as first entry a description of climbing Snowdon with his local Scout
Troop, and this was his introduction to the mountains. His other
interests were painting and photography. He was a solicitor for nearly
fifty years and had his own law business.
'He lived a very full and happy life - he was a wonderful companion
and husband'.

MISS AILSA M JACQUES

Miss Jacques was elected to membership of the M.A.M. in 1924 and
was President in 1951/53.
Those who had the privilege of knowing Ailsa Jacques and climbing
or walking with her will remember her sunny and charming
personality. She was an active member, attending regularly the
evening meetings and taking part in meets in Scotland and
Switzerland as well as in Wales.
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Miss Jacques had numerous other activities. She came to
Birmingham originally in 1917 when she was appointed Gymnastics
Mistress at King Edward VI High School for Girls where she remained
till her retirement in 1956. During that time she had twice been Acting
Headmistress through difficult times.
The School History says of her:"In 1917 there appeared a new star in the King Edwards
galaxy, no melancholy Jacques, but a gay and gentle
gymnast whose charm was to delight, and whose courtesy
and kindness to influence, every Edwardian for forty years
and beyond."
Miss Jacques was also active as a Soroptomist, having joined in 1929
and been President in 1936/7.
W.O.D.

KEN TOWNSEND
Brian Ward
Ken died suddenly in hospital on 20th May 1980 after a very short
illness, and Dave Thomas and I attended his funeral at his home
village of Westmill in Hertforshire. His death came as a great shock to
me because he was always very fit and strong and active and he was
only 46 years of age.
Ken had been a great friend of mine for nearly 20 years and I
introduced him to the M A M in 1964. In the early years we used to
attend meets of the London Section regularly but in later years we
tended to have a quiet weekend away by ourselves, sometimes using
our reciprocal arrangements with other clubs. Only a month before his
death we had an energetic weekend in the Lake District based on the
F R C C hut in Borrowdale. Ken loved to get "off the beaten track" and
away from the crowds and so on this occasion we visited the hills
above Esthwaite Water such as Burnbank Fell, Blake Fell, Gavel Fell,
Great Borne, Starling Dodd and Hen Comb.
We always tried to visit Scotland once a year and our recent visits
were in February/March when we enjoyed a combination of walking
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and skiing in the Cairngorms. Having experienced some atrocious
piste conditions at Aviemore we turned our attention to Ski touring
and enjoyed some fine expeditions based on Cairngorm and
Glenshee. Subsequently Ken became very enthusiastic about this
type of skiing and joined a ski mountaineering training course in
Switzerland, and his impressions are described in his article in the
previous issue of this journal.
Ken had many leisure interests and his greatest love was saling:
mountaineering was always relegated to second place and only
permitted in the sailing off-season! He was an experienced
yachtsman with a great knowledge of and respect for the sea and he
held an ocean-going yachtmasters certificate. I was not surprised to
learn that he wished to be buried at sea and this task was performed
by the R N LI lifeboat from Walton-on-the-Naze.

MEMORIES
RGT
Long years ago we walked the hills.
We watched the buzzards soar.
Sought birds and flowers and other sights.
On mountain, fell and moor
We felt the warmth of summer sun,
And the chill of winter rain,
Found delight in the scents of a woodland way,
And the summits we strove to attain.
We talked and laughed but at times were quiet.
Each in our wondering thoughts.
Content together so to share,
The joys that friendship brought
Now they have bade farewell and gone.
But their memories will never fade,
I see them still and treasure the thoughts.
And a share of the joys they made.
(In grateful and affectionate memory of Kim Beck, Talbot Clay and
Dennis Munns.)
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BRYAN HALL
DO Hughes

The macho man is gone and to those of us who knew him one of the
great characters has left the stage. I first met Bryan at Chancellor's Hall
while at University and from the first day he exerted a Svengali - like
influence over us with his fierce competitiveness and unquenchable
enthusiasm. Although not having the natural build of a rock climber
himself, he drove the rest of us ruthlessly. I can well remember
practising the crux moves of Kipling Groove in his room, forcing
routes up the outside of Chancellor's Hall and learning artificial
techniques on six inch nails driven into the side of the Fives Court. Our
social life was also lived at a similar frenetic pace and I still recollect a
rather supercilious final year student (now a professor) being laid out
on a dance floor while a lecturer was almost drowned in a fountain.
Looking back, I am amazed that we completed our course.
Although he was never an outstanding climber, Bryan drove himself
to leading V.S's, which in pre-1959 days, without the wealth of modern
equipment, was no mean feat. He never forgave me for accusing him
of chickening out on the Central Block on the Milestone Buttress and
some years' later he stood watching malevolently as first I and then
Mike Railton both failed miserably. Our excuses of cold, rain and
hangovers did nothing to subdue his glee.
I made my first visit to the Alps with Bryan, wearing curly Timpson
boots and armed with a long ice axe. We climbed most of the minor
peaks round Zermatt, learning what it is like to fail two hundred feet
from the summit of the Untergabelhorn and retreating in a blizzard
from the Matterhorn. It might be of interest to point out that our only
guide book was a 1903 edition of Baedeker - such is the optimism of
youth.
In Stoat mythology Bryan achieved greatest notoriety from his stand
on women members. As secretary of the Club his classic minute on
the subject read as follows:
"Keen enquiriers should not be discouraged, but the
disadvantages should be pointed out. However, every attempt
is to be made to prevent the Stoats from becoming a climbing
University Wayfarers, and the conduct of the male to the
female members is to be observed to avoid any incidents
leading to the Club falling into disrepute".
,~
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Strong words indeed and it gave his friends much amusement in the
years that followed to see him radically modify his attitudes.
Our paths diverged for many years although we always kept in
contact. However, we met once again just over a year ago and time
rolled back as Bryan's big shambling figure came through the door;
his face split by his characteristic leer.
Perhaps the best epitaph to Bryan is his own words written in a Stoat's
Journal many year's ago:
"I cannot do more than wish everyone as grand a time as I
had".
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